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1. Introduction

The su vi\ il of mm. depends on the early construction of an ultra-
intelligei ni .chine.

In order to design an ultraintelligent machine we need to understand
more about t he human brain or human thought or both. In the follow-
ing page, an attempt is made to take more of the magic outof the brain
by mean of a "subassembly" theory, which is a modification ofHebb's
amous speculative -ell-assembly theory. ftly belief is that the first
Itrainte !igent machine is most likely to incorporate vast artificial
eural ci cuitry, and hat its behavior will be partly explicable in terms
f the su assembly t! nory. Later machines will all he designed by ultra-
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fitel tunes, and who ant I to guess what principles they will
bably Man will construct the deus ex machina in his own

' b -■ nbly theory sheds lighl on the physical embodiment of
iii ; . and there can be little doubt that both will need

' i ultraintelligent machine. Even for the brain, we shall
t physical embodiment of meaning must have originated for

i momy, at least if the metaphysical reasons can be ignored.
tportant in any engineering venture, but especially so
is exceedingly high, as it must likely will be for the"first

nl machine. Hence semantics is relevant to the design of

;

in

■

Vet a detailed knowledge of semantics might not be
"equired since tit,- artificial neural network will largely take"care of it,

idei thai the parameters are correctly chosen, and provided that
is adequately integrated with its sensorium and motorium

■ 'i ii I output). For, if these conditions are met, the machine will be
1 un experience, by means of positive and negative re-
nl and the instruction of the machine will resemble that of a

'' !,,i i: -'■>■' d will be useful if the instructor knows something about
semantics, but not necessarily more useful than for the instructor of a

correct choice of the parameters, and even of the design
philosophy, will depend on the usual scientific method of successive
approximation, using speculation, theory, and experiment. The
percentage ofspeculation needs to be highest in the early stages of anyendeavor. Therefore no apology is offered for the speculative nature of
the present work. For we are certainly still in the early stages in the
d-oig.i ./. __n ultraintelligent machine.

In order that the arguments should be reasonablvself-contained.it is
necessan to discuss a variety of topics. We shall define an ultra-
intelligent machine, and. since its cost will he very large, briefly con-
sider its potential value. We say something about the physical embodi-
ment oi a word or statement, and defend the idea that the function of
meaning is economy by describing it as a process of "regeneration."In
order to explain what this means, we devote a few pages to the nature of
communication. (The brain is of course a complex communication and
control system.) We shall need to discuss the process of recall, partly
because its understanding is very closely related to the understandino-of
understanding. The process of recall in its turn is a special case of
statistical information retrieval. This subject will he discussed in
Section 5. One of the main difficulties in this subject is how to estimate
the probabilities of events that have never occurred. That such
probabilities are relevant to intelligence is to be expected, since intelli-
gence is sometimes defined as the ability to adapt to new circumstances.

THE FIRST ULTRAINTELLIGENT MACHINE

Thedifficultyofestimating probabilities is sometimes overlooked in the
literature of artificial intelligence, but this article would be too long if
the subject were surveyed here. A separate monograph has been written
on this subject [48].

Some of the ideas of Section 5 areadapted, in Section 0, to the prob-
lem of recall, which is discussed and to someextent explained in terms
of the subassembly theory.

The paper concludes with some brief suggestions concerning the
physical representation of "meaning."

This paper will, as we said, be speculative: no blueprint will be
suggested for the construction ofan ultraintelligent machine, and there
will be no reference to transisitors, diodes, and cryogenics. (Note,
however, that cryogenics have the important merit of low power
consumption. This feature will be valuable in an ultraintelligent
machine.) One of our aims is to pinpoint some of the difficulties. The
machine will not be on the drawingboard until many people have talked
big, and others have built small, conceivably using deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA).

Throughout the paper there are suggestions for new research. Some
further summarizing remarks are to be found in the Conclusions.

2. Ultraintelligent Machines and Their Value

Let an ultraintelligent machine be defined as a machine that can fat-
surpass all the intellectual activities of any man however clever. Since
the design of machines is one of these intellectual activities, an ultra-
intelligent machine could design even better machines; there would
then unquestionably be an "intelligence explosion," and the intelli-
gence of man would be left far behind (see for example refs. [22], [34],
[44]). Thus the first ultraintelligent machine is the last invention that
man need ever make, provided that the machine is docile enough to tell
lis how to keep it under control. It is curious that this point is made so
seldom outside of science

fiction,

ft is sometimes worthwhile to take
science fiction seriously.

In one science fiction story a machine refused to design a better one
since it did not wish to be put out of a job. This would not be an in-
superable difficulty, even if machines can be egotistical, since the
machine could gradually improve itself outof all recognition, by acquir-
ing new equipment.

B. V. Bowden stated onBritish television (August 1962) that there is
no point in building a machine with the intelligence of a man, since it is
easier to construct human brains by the usual method. A similar point
was made by a speaker during the meetings reported in a recent lEEE
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publication [I], but I do not know whether this point appeared in the
published report. This shows that highly intelligent people can overlook
the

'

oil' lligence explosion." It is true that it would be uneconomical to
build a na in te capable only of ordinary intellectual attainments, but
o o: fai : pi ibable that if this could be done then, at double the

I machine could exhibit ultraintelligence.
S; o v<

;i'

concerned with the economical construction of an ultra-
ntel enf machine, it isnecessary to consider first what such a machine

i irl li. ('arter [11] estimated the value, to the world, of J. M.
a.- a 1least 100,000 million pounds sterling. By definition, an

. Hi ii machine is worth far more, although the sign is un-
i will give the humanrace a good chance of surviving

ii :1; it m dit not lie extravagant to put the value at a mcga-
the opposite possibility, that the human race will

i

'

o dant, and there are other ethical problems, such as
m; o une could feel pain especially if it contains chemical

Hid whether an ultraintelligent machine should be
. d when i becomes obsolete [_. 3, 84]. The machines will create

s cii l 1 they might also be able to solve them in addition
been created by microbes and men.

Such,

machines
will be iared and respected, and perhaps even loved. These remarks
migh a pa r fanciful to some readers, but to the writer they seem very
real and vi i md worthy of emphasis outside of science fiction.

If we could raise say a hundred billion dollars we might be able to
simulat ■ all tho neurons of a brain, and of a whole man, at a cost often
dollars per artificial neuron. But it seems unlikely that more than say a
milliki ' nes would actually be forthcoming, and even this amount might
be difficult to obtain without first ouiidino u_e nmenitie! It would be
justified if, with this expenditure, the chance ofsuccess were about 10"9 .

Until an ultraintelligent machine is built perhaps the best intellectual
feats wall be performed by men and machines in very close, sometimes

■

"■■■' "^-mbiotic," relationship, although the term "biomechanical"
would be more appropriate. As M. H. A. Newman said in a private
communication in 1946, anelectronic computer might be used as "rough
paper" by a mathematician. It could already be used in this manner by
a chess player quiteeffectively,although theeffectiveness would be much
increased if the chess-playing programs were written with extremely
close man-machine interaction in mind from the start. The reason for
this effectiveness is that the machine has the advantage in speed and
accuracy for routine calculation, and man has the advantage in im-
agination. Moreover, a large part of imagination in chess can be
reduced to routine. Many of the ideas that require imagination in the
amateur are routine for the master. Consequently the machine might
34
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appear imaginative to many observers and even to the programmer.
Similar comments apply to other thought processes.

The justificationfor chess-playing programs is that they shed light
on the problem of artificial intelligence without being too difficult to
v,y<i<\ Their interest would be increased if chess were replaced by so-
called "randomized chess," in which the positions of the white pieces
on the first rank are permuted at random before the game begins (but
with the two bishops on squares of opposite colors), and then the
initial positions of the black pieces are determined by mirror symmetry.
This gives rise to 1440essentially distinct initial positions and effectivelyremoves from the game the effect of mere parrot learning of the open-
ings, while not changing any of the general principles of chess. In or-
dinary chess the machine would sometimes beat an international
Grandmaster merely by means of a stored opening trap, and this
would be a hollow victory. Furthermore a program for randomized
chess would have the advantage that it would not be necessary to store
a great number of opening variations on magnetic tape.rlhe feats performed by very close man-machine interaction by say
1980 are likely to encourage the donation of huge grants for furtherdevelopment. By that time, there will have been great advances in
microminiaturization, and pulse repetition frequencies of one billion
pulses per second will surely have been attained in large computers
(for example see Shoulders [Ul]). On the other hand, the cerebral cortexof a man has about five billion neurons, each with between about twentyand eighty dendrites ([9o], pp. 35 and 51), and thousands of synapses.
(At the recent lEEE meetings, P. Mueller offered theestimate 300,000
orally. It would be very interesting to know the corresponding figurelliC Ijrain A a whak, which, according to Tower [99], has aboutthree times as many neurons as a human brain. Perhaps some whales
are ultraintelligent! [49].) Moreover, the brain is a parallel-workingdevice to an extent out of all proportion to any existing computer.Although computers are likely to attain a pulse repetition speed ad-
vantage of say a million over the brain, it seems fairly probable, on
the basis of this quantitative argument, that an ultraintelligent machinewill need to be ultraparallel.

In order to achieve the requisite degree of ultraparallel working itmight be useful for many of the elements of the machine to contain a veryshort-range microminiature radio transmitter and receiver. The rangeshould be small compared with the dimensions of the whole machine.A ''connection" between two close artificial neurons could be made byhaving their transmitter and receiver on the same or close frequencies.
The strength of the connection could be represented by the accuracyof the tuning. The receivers would need numerous filters so as to be
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capable of receiving on many different frequencies. "Positive reinforce-
ment" would correspond to improved tuning of these filters.

[t _annot be regarded as entirely certain that an ultraintelligent
m C n< would need to be ultraparallel, since the number of binary
open ioi iei econd performed by the brain might be far greater than
is

o .■.

for a computer made of reliable components. Neurons are
not fully reliable; for example, they do not all last a lifetime; yet the
brain is extremely efficient. This efficiency must depend partly on

"idancy" in the sense in which the term is used in information
. A machine made of reliable components would have an ad-

vantage,and if seems jms.possible that ultraparallel working will not be
essent ial Hut there is a great waste in having only a small proportion
of the components of a machine active at any one time.

ither a machine of classical or ultraparallel design is to be the
ultraintelligent machine, it will need to be able to handle or to learn

to handli ordinary language with great facility. This will be important
in r< r that it . instructor should be able to teach it rapidly, and so that

he machine will be able to teach the instructor rapidly. It is very
po si! Ie also that natural languages, or something analogous to them
rather than to formal logic, are an essential ingredient of scientific
imagination. Also the machine will be called upon to translate languages,
and perhaps to generate fine prose and poetry at high speed, so that,
all in all, linguistic facility is at a high premium.

A man cannot learn more than ten million statements in a lifetime.
A machine could already store this amount of information without much
difficulty, even if it were not ultraparallel, but it seems likely that it
would need to be ultraparallel in order to be able to retrieve the in-
formation with facility. It is in recall rather than in retention that the
ordinary human memory reveals its near magic. The greatest mental
achievements depend on more than memory, but it would be a big step
toward ultraintelligence if human methods of recall could be simulated.

For the above reasons, it will be assumed here that the first ultra-
intelligent machine will be ultraparallel, perhaps by making use of
radio, as suggested. For definiteness, the machine will be assumed to
incorporate an artificial neural net. This might be in exceedingly close
relationship with an ordinary electronic computer, the latter beino- used
for the more formalizable operations [33]. In any event the ultra-
intelligent machine might as well have a large electronic computer at
its beck and call, and also a multimillion dollar information-retrieval
installation of large capacity but of comparatively slow speed, since
these would add little to the total cost.

It is unlikely that facility in the use of language will be possible if
semantic questions are ignored in the design. When we have read or
36
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listened to some exposition we sometimes remember for a long time what
it meant, but seldom how it was worded. It will be argued below that,
for men, meaning serves a function ofeconomy in long-term retention
and in information handling, and this is the basis for our contentionthat semantics are relevant to the design ofan ultraintelligent machine.

Since language is an example of communication, and since an ultra-
intelligent machinewill be largelya complicated communication system,
we shall briefly consider the nature ofcommunication. It will be argued
that in communication a process of "generalized regeneration" always
occurs, andthat it serves afunction ofeconomy. It will also beargued that
the meanings of statements are examples of generalizedregeneration.

3. Communication as Regeneration 1

In a communication system, a source, usually a time scries denoted
here by S(t) or S for short, undergoes a sequence of transformations.
The first transformation is often a deterministic encoding, which trans-
forms the source into a new time series, T0S(l). This is noisily (indeter-
ministically) transmitted, i.e., it undergoes a transformation Tx which
is a random member of some class of transformations. If the possible
sources are, in some sense, far enough apart, and if the noise is not too
great, then the waveforms TxT0S will, also in some sense, tend to form
clumps, and it will be possible with high probability to reconstruct the
encoded sources at the receiving end of thechannel. Thisreconstruction
is called here (generalized) regeneration,a term that is most familiar in
connection with the reshaping of square pulses. When dealing withgroups of consecutive pulses, the term error correction is more usual,
especially when it is assumed that the individual pulses have themselvesbeen first regenerated. Another way of saying that the source signals
must be far enough apart is to say that they must have enough redund-
ancy. In a complicated network, it is often convenient to regard signals
as sources at numerous places in the network and not merely at the
input to the network. The redundancy might then be represented, for
example, by mere serial or parallel repetition.

A compromise between pure regeneration and the use of the whole
garbled waveform TxTaS(t) is probabilistic regeneration, in which the
gai bled v aveform is replaced by the set ofprobabilities that it has arisenfrom various sources [42]. In probabilistic regeneration less information
is thrown away than in pure regeneration, and the later data-handling
costs more, but less than it would cost if there were no regeneration atall. The hierarchical use of probabilistic regeneration would add muchflexibility to complicated communication networks.

| ' I- or a short survey of the nature of communication, see for example Pierce [80a] ■
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An example of generalized and hierarchical regeneration is in the use

of words in a language. A word in a spoken language could well be
defined as a clump of short time series, that is, a class of time series
having variousproperties in common. (The class dependson the speaker,
the lis. i nei , and the context; and membership of the class is probabilist-
ic since there are marginal cases.) If any sound (acoustic time series)
belonging to the clump is heard, then the listener mentally regenerates
the sound and replaces it by some representation of the word. He will
tend to remember, or to write down, the word and not its precise sound,
although if any other significant property of the sound is noticed it
might dso be remembered. The advantage of remembering the word
rati, r t Han the precise sound is that there is then less toremember and a

smaller amount of information handling to do.
This process of regeneration occurs to some extent at each of the

of phonemes, words, sentences, and longer linguistic stretches,
and even at tin semantic level, and wherever it occurs it serves a

function of economy. But the

economy

is not parsimonious: "redun-
dani . often remains in the coding in order that the encoded message
should continue to have useful error-correcting features. The redun-
dancy often decreases with thepassageof time,perhaps leading eventu-
ally to the extinction of a memory.

That communication theory has a bearing on the philosophy of
meaning has been suggested before (see for example, Weaver [89],
pp. If4-117, and Lord Brain [8]). Note also the definition of the
amount of subjective information in a proposition, as — log__. wherep
is the initial subjective probability that the proposition is true ([2l],
p. 75). This could also be described as subjective semantic information:
when the probabilities are credibilities (logical probabilities) we obtain
what might be called objective semantic information [5, 10], the exist-
ence of which is, in my opinion, slightly more controversial. That sub-
jective probability is just as basic as communication theory to prob-
lems of meaning and recognition, if not more so, is a necessary tenet for
any of us who define reasoning as logic plus probability ([2l], pp. 3 and
88; see also Colin Cherry [12], pp. 200 and 274, Woodward [105], and
Tompkins [98]). The implication is that both the initial (prior) proba-
bilities and the likelihoods or "weights of evidence" [21] should be
taken into account in every practical inference by a rational man, and
in fact nearly always are taken into account to some extent, at least
implicitly, even by actual men. (In case this thesis should appear as
obvious to some readers as it does to the writer, it should be mentioned
that in 1950 very few statisticians appeared to accept the thesis; and
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bilities [94]: a well-known method of deception when trying to sell a
I speech-synthesis system is to tell the listeners in advance what w ill be

said on it, and thereby to make it easily intelligible when it is repeated.
There is a similar effect in the perception of color [9],

The rational procedure in perception would be to estimate the final
(a posteriori) probabilities by means of Bayes' theorem, and then
perhaps to select one or more hypotheses for future consideration or
action, by allowing also for the utilities. (Compare refs. [24], [12\. p.
20G, and Middleton [68].) In fact the "principle ofrationality" has been
defined as the recommendation to maximize expected utility. But it is
necessary to allow also for the expected cost of information handling
including theorizing [23, 10], and this is why regeneration and proba-
bilistic regeneration are useful.

We pointed out above that the organization of regeneration is often
hierarchical, but it is not purely so. For example, we often delay the
regeneration of a phoneme until the word to which the phoneme
belongs has been regenerated with the help of the surrounding context.
Likewise if a machine is to be able to "understand" ordinary spoken
language in any reasonable sense, it seems certain that its correspond-
ing regeneration structure must not be purely hierarchical unless it is
also probabilistic. For each process of nought-one or pure regeneration
(each definite "decision") loses information, and the total loss would
certainly be too great unless the speech were enunciated with priggish
accuracy. Theprobabilistic regeneration structure that will be required
will be much more complex than a "pure" regeneration structure.
(Historical note: the hierarchical structure of mental processes was
emphasized by Gall [20], McDougall [66], and many times since—see
for example MacKay [63], Hayek [5.3], and others [30], [34], [87], [II].)

It seems reasonable to the present writer that probabilistic regenera-
tion will, for most purposes, lose only a small amount of information,
and that, rather than to use anything more elaborate, it is likely to he
better to compromise between pure and probabilistic regeneration for
most purposes.

The applications of regeneration in the present paper will he to
assemblies, subassemblies, and meaning. When a person recalls a
proposition he could be said to regenerate its meaning; when he under-
stands a statement made by another person the term "transgeneration"
would be more appropriate; and when he thinks of a new- proposition,
the process would be better called "generation," but we shall use the
word "regeneration" to cover all three processes. For example, when
listening to speech, the production of meaning can he regarded as the
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even now they are in a minority.) There is conclusive experimental j last regeneration stage in the hierarchy mentioned before, and it per-
evidence that the recognition of words depends on the initial proba- forms a function of economy justas all the other stages do. It is possible
38 39
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that this has been frequently overlooked because meaning is associated
with the metaphysical nature of consciousness, and one does notreadily
associate metaphysics with questions of economy. Perhaps there is
nothing more important than metaphysics, but, for the construction of

integer, for example, "3" can be defined as the class of all classes
"similar" to the class consisting of the words "Newton," "Gauss," and
"Bardot.") The point of thisrepresentation is that it makes reference to
linguistic operations alone, and not to the "outside world." It might

an artificial intelligence, it will be necessary to represent meaning in ! therefore be appropriate for a reasoning machine that had few robotic
some physical form. properties. Unfortunately, linguistic transformations having a strictly

transitive property are rare in languages. There are also other logical
difficulties analogous to those in the Frege-Russell definition of a
cardinal integer. Moreover, this representation of meaning would be
excessively unwieldy for mechanical use.

4, Some Representations of "Meaning" and Their Relevance to In-
telligent Machines i

Semantics is not relevant to all problems of mechanical language
processing. Up to a point, mechanical translation can be performed by
formal processes, such as dictionary look-up and some parsing. Many
lexical ambiguities can be resolved statistically in terms of the context,
and some as a consequence of the parsing. Sometimes one can go
further by using an iterative process, in which the lexical ambiguities are
resolved by the parsing, and the parsing in its turn requires the resolu-
tion of lexical ambiguities. But even with this iterative process it seems
likely that perfect translation will depend on semantic questions [14,
89]. Even if this is wrong, the design ofan ultraintelligent machine will
still he very likely to depend on semantics [31, 50]. What then is meant
by semantics?

Another possible representation depending on linguistic trans-
formations is a single representative of the class of all equivalent state-
ments. This is analogous to another "definition" or, better, "representa-
tion," of a cardinal integer (sec for example Halmos [51], p. 99). This
representation is certainly an improvement on the previous one. If this
representation wereto be used in the construction ofan ultraintelligent
machine, it would be necessary to invent a language in which each
statement could be reduced to a canonical form. Such an achievement
would go most of the way to the production of perfect mechanical
translation of technical literature, as has often been recognized, and it
would also be of fundamental importance for the foundations of in-
tuitive or logical probability ([2l], pp. 4- and 48). The design of such a
"canonical language" would be extremely difficult, perhaps even
logically impossible, or perhaps it would require an ultraintelligent
machine to do it!

When we ask for the meaning of a statement we are talking about
language,and are using a metalanguage; and when we ask for the mean-
ing of "meaning" -we are using a metametalanguage, so it is not sur-
prising that the question is difficult to answer. A recent survey chapter
was entitled "The Unsolved Problem of Meaning" [3]. Here we shall
touch on only a few aspects of the problem, some of which were not
mentioned in that survey (see also Black [/]).

For human beings, meaning is concerned with the outside world or
with an imaginary world, so that representations of meaning that are
not entirely linguistic in content might be more useful for our purpose.
The behaviorist regards a statement as a stimulus, and interprets its
meaning in terms of the class of its effects (responses) in overt behavior.
1 he realism of this approach was shown when "Jacobson . . . made the
significant discovery that action potentials arise in muscles simul-
taneously with the meaning processes with which the activity of the
muscle, if overtly carried out, would correspond" ([3], p. 567). Thus the
behavioral interpretation of meaning might be relevant for the under-
standing of the behavior and education of people and robots, especially
androids. But, for the design of ultraintelligent machines, the internal
representation of meaning (inside the machine) can hardly be ignored,
so that the behavioral interpretation is hardly enough.

So far we have been discussing the interpretation and representation
of the meaning of a statement, but even the meaning of a word is much
less tangible and clear-cut than is sometimes supposed. This fact was
emphasized, for example, by the philosopher G. E. Moore. Later John

It is interesting to recall the thought-word-thing triangle of Charles
Pierce and of Ogden and Richards. (See, for example Cherry [12], p.
110. Max Black ascribed a similar "triangle" to the chemist Lavoisier
in a recent lecture.) It will help to emphasize the requirement for a
physical embodiment of meaning if it is here pointed out that the !

triangle could be extended to a thought-word-thing-engram tetra-
hedron, where the fourth vertexrepresents the physical embodiment of
the word in the brain, and will be assumed here usually to be a cell ;

assembly.
Given a class of linguistic transformations that transform statements j

into equivalent statements, it would be plausible to represent the
meaning of the statement, or the proposition expressed by the state-
ment, by the class of all equivalent statements. (This would be analo- j
gous to a modified form of the Frege-Russell definition of a cardinal j
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Wisdom (not J. 0. Wisdom) emphasized that we call an object a cow
if it has enough of the properties of a cow, with perhaps no single
property being essential. The need to make this interpretation of
meaning more quantitative and probabilistic has been emphasized in
various places by the present writer, who has insisted that this "proba-
bilistic definition" is ofbasic important for future elaborate information-
retrieval systems [29, 35, 31, 43, 41]. "An object is said to belong to
class C (such as the class of cows) if some function /(__-.,, p 2, . . p M)
is positive, where thep's are the credibilities (logical probabilities) that
the object has qualities Q_, Q2 , .. Qm . These probabilities depend on
further functions related to other qualities, on the wdrole more element-
ary, and so on. A certain amountof circulatory is typical. For example, a
connected brown patch on the retina is more likely to be caused by the
presence of a cow if it has four protuberances that look like biological
legs than if it has six; but each protuberance is more likely to be a
biological leg if it is connected to something thatresembles a cowrather
than a table. In view of the circularity in this interpretation of "defini-
tion," the stratification in the structure of the cerbral cortex can be
only a first approximation to the truth" ([4l], pp. 124-125; see also
Hayek [53], p. 70). The slight confusion in this passage, between the
definition of a cow and the recognition of one, was deliberate, and
especially appropriate in an anthology of partly baked ideas. It can be
resolved by drawing the distinction between a logical probability and a
subjective probability (see for example [36]), and also the distinction
between subjective and objective information that we made in the
previous section.

If we abandon interpretations of meaning in terms of linguistic

transformations,

such as dictionary definitions, or, in the case of state-
ments, the two interpretations mentioned before; and ifalso we do not
regard the behavioral interpretations as sufficient, we shall be forced to
consider interpretations in terms of internal workings. Since this article
is written mainly on theassumption that an ultraintelligent machine will
consist largely of an artificial neural net, we need in effect a neuro-
physiological representation of meaning. Thebehavioral interpretation
will be relevant to the education of themachine, but not so much to its
design. It does not require much imagination to appreciate that the
probabilistic and iterative interpretation of the definition of a word, as
described above, is liable to fit well into models of the central nervous
system.

It has been difficult for the writer to decide how much neurophysiol-
ogy should be discussed, and hopefully an appropriate balance is made
in what follows between actual neurophysiology and the logic of arti-
ficial neural networks. The discussion will be based on the speculative
42

cell-assembly theory ofHebb [54] (see also [53] and [71]), or rather on a
modification of it in which "subassemblies" are emphasized and a
central control is assumed. If the present discussion contains incon-
sistencies, the present writer should be blamed. (For a very good survey
of the relevant literature of neurophysiology and psychology, see
Rosenblatt [82], pp. 9-78.)

5. Recall and information Retrieval

Whatever might be the physical embodiment of meaning, it is
certainly closely related to that of long-term recall. Immediate recall
is not strongly related to semantics, at any rate for linguistic texts.
In fact, experiments show that immediate and exact recall of sequences
of up to fifty words is about as good for meaningless texts as it is for
meaningful texts, provided that the meaningless ones are at least "fifth
order" approximations to English, that is to say that the probability of
each word, given the previous five, is high [70].

The process of recall is a special case of information retrieval, so that
one would expect there to be a strong analogy between the recall of a
memory and the retrieval of documents by means of index terms. An
immediate recall is analogous to the trivial problem of the retrieval ofa
document that is already in our hands. The problem of the retrieval of
documents that are not immediately to hand is logically a very different
matter, and so it is not surprising that the processes of immediate and
long-term recall should also differ greatly.

The problem of what the physical representation is for immediate
recall is of course not trivial, but for the moment we wish to discuss
long-term recall since it is more related to the subject of semantics.

The usual method for attacking the problem of document retrieval,
when there are many documents (say several thousand), is to index
each document by means of several index terms. We imagine a library
customer, in need ofsome information, to list some index terms without
assuming that he uses any syntax, at least for the present. In a simple
retrieval system, the customer's index terms can be used to extract
documents by means of a sort, as of punched cards. The process can be
made more useful, not allowing for the work in its implementation, if
the terms of the documents, and also those of the customer, are given
various weights, serving in some degree the function of probabilities.

c then have a weighted or statistical system of information retrieval.
One could conceive of a more complicated information-retrieval

system in which each document had associated with it a set of resona-
ting filters forming a circuit C. All documents would be queried inparallel: the "is-there-a-doctor-in-the-house" principle [86]. The
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amount of energy generated in the circuit C would be fed back to a
master control circuit. (In the brain, the corresponding control system
might be the "centrencephahc system" [79].) Whichever circuit C fed
back the maximum power, the corresponding document would be
extracted first. If this document alone failed to satisfy the customer
completely, then the circuit C would be provisionally disconnected, and
the process repeated, and so on.

Ideally, this search would be probabilistic, in the sense that the
documents would be retrieved in order of descending a posteriori
probability, and the latter would be registered also. If these were
__._, p2, . . then the process would stop at the .ith document, where
there would be a threshold on n, and on p_ + _p2 +■ " ■ + pn- For ex-
ample, the process might stop when n = 10, or when ___

-f- p2 -f- . . .
; pn > 0.95, whichever occurred first. The thresholds would be param-

eters, depending on the importance of the search. (For the estimation
of probabilities, see [48].)

When we wish to recall a memory, such as a person's name, we con-
sciously or unconsciously use dues, analogous to index terms. These
clues are analogous to weighted index terms, and it seems virtually
certain that they lead to the retrieval of the appropriate memory by
means of a parallel search, just as in the above hypothetical document-
retrieval system. The speed of neural conduction is much tooslow for a
primarily serial search to be made. The search might very well be partly
serial: the less familiar memories take longer to recall and require more
effort. This might be because the physical embodiment of the less
familiar memory requires a greater weight of clues before it will
"resonate" strongly enough.

Further evidence that the search is. on the whole, more parallel than
serial can be derived from .Mandelbrot's explanation of the Zipf "law"
of distribution of words [28]. The explanation requires that the effort
of extracting the rth commonest word from memory is roughly pro-
portional to log r. This is reasonable for a parallel search, whereas the
effort would be roughly proportional to r for a serial search.

When the clues do spark off the sought memory, this memory in its
turn reminds us of other clues that we might have used in advance if
we had thought of doing so. These "retrieved clues" often provide an
enormous factor in favor of the hypothesis that thememory retrieved is
the one that was sought: consequently we are often morally certain

seconds, or for longer if we panic. This is another reason why the less
familiar memories take longer to recall.

When we wish to recall incidents from memory, pertaining to a
particular subject, the method used is to bring to mind various relevant
facts and images in the hope that they are relevant enough, numerous
enough, vivid enough, independent enough, and specific enough to acti-
vate the appropriate memory. (Ifspecificity is lacking, then the wrong
memory is liable to be recalled.) There is a clear analogy with the
probabilistic definition of a word and probabilistic recognition of an
object quoted in Section 4. A corresponding method of information
retrieval is to list index terms that are relevant enough, numerous
enough, independent enough, and specific enough, and (if the process
is not entirely mechanized) vivid enough. This attitude towards index
terms leads to forms of probabilistic or statistical indexing, as suggested
independently by the writer ([3s], [31], p. 12) and by Maron and Kuhns
'64] who treated the matter in more detail. The present writer regards
subjective and logical probabilities as partially ordered only [21], but
does not consider that the fact of only partial ordering is the main
source of the difficulties in probabilistic indexing.

We have said enough to bring out the analogy between the process of
recall and the techniques ofdocument retrieval, and to indicate that, if
it is possible to develop a comprehensive theory of either of these
subjects, it should be a probabilistic theory. The need for a probabilistic
theory is further brought out by means of a short discussion of what
might be called "statistical semantics."

A complete discussion of statistical semantics would lean heavily on
i) the very intricate subject of non-statistical semantics, and on (ii)

-ome statistical theory concerning language, without any deep dis-
cussion of semantic problems. But our purpose in this section is only
to make clear that a complete treatment ofstatistical semantics would
be somewhat more general than recall and document retrieval.

If we wish to teach a language to a baby who starts in a state of
comparativeignorance, we simultaneously allow him tobecome familiar
with some part of the world of nonhnguistic objects and also with lin-
guistic sounds, especially phonemes. The primitive ability of the baby
to achieve this familiarity, although not much more remarkable than
the achievements of lower animals, is still very remarkable indeed, and
more so. in the writer's opinion, than anything that comes later in his

that the memory is the right one once it is recalled, even though its intellectual development. If this opinion is correct, then most of the
recall might have been very difficult. There is again a strong resem- j struggle in constructing an ultraintelligent machine will be the con-
blance to document retrieval. i struction of a machine with the intelligence of an ape.

When we extract a wrong memory, it causes incorrect clues to come The child later associates words with objects and activities, by
to mind, and these are liable to block the correct memory for a number of implicit statistical inference: in fact the first words learned are surely
44
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j
regarded by the child as properties ofan object in much the same senseas the visual, olfactory, and tactual properties of the object. For ex-ample, if the child succeeds in pronouncing a word to an adequateapproximation, and perhaps points in approximately the right directionor otherwise makes approximately the right gesture, then, statistically
speaking, eventsare more likely to occur involving the object oractivity
in question;and, if the environment is not hostile, the events are likelyto be pleasurable. Thus the words and gestures act as statistical index
terms for the retrieval of objects, and the activation of processes. At alater stage of linguistic development, similar statistical associations aredeveloped between linguistic elements themselves. The subject ofstatistical semantics would be concerned with all such statistical
associations, between linguistic elements, between nonhnguistic andlinguistic elements, and sometimes evenbetween nonhnguistic elementsalone.

us. somewhat unrealistically, imagine a statistical-dictionary maker who
is concerned with a fixed subculture, so that the two probability
transition matrices are fixed. One method he can use is to take lin-
guistic texts, understand them, and thus build up a sample (ftj), where

/.,. is the frequency with which object G_ is designated by word IF_.
Within the hypothetieally infinite population from which the text is
extracted, there would be definable probabilities P(W A and P(OA for
the words and objects, and a joint probability P(WyOA crudely
estimated by f-JS^fy If these joint probabilities could be; estimated,
then the two probability matrices could be readily deduced.

We have now said enough to indicate the very close relationship that
exists between statistical semantics, recall, and the retrieval of docu-
ments. In the remaining discussion in this section we shall restrict our
attention to the question ofretrieval of documents, including abstracts.
Phis is a particular case of the retrieval of objects and the inauguration
of processes, and the discussion brings out some of the theoretical
difficulties of statistical semantics in a concrete manner.

A basic problem in statistical semantics would be the estimation ofprobabilities P(W , | Of) and P(0
J \ WA, where Wi represents a word (aclump of acoustic time series defined in a suitable abstract space, or in

printed texts, tt sequence of letters of the alphabet with a space at bothends: admittedly not an entirely satisfactory definition) and 0represents an object or an activity. P(Wi \ Of) denotes the probabilitythat a person, speaking a given language, will use the word If. todesignate the object ojt0jt and P(0
J | WA is the probability that 'theobject 0j is intended when the word lb, is used. Strictly, the estimationof probabilities is nearly always interval estimation, but, for the sakeof simplicity, we here talk as if point estimation is to be used Theranges ofvalues of both i and j are great; the vocabulary ofan educatedman, in his native tongue, is of the order of 30,000 words and theirsimple derivatives: whereas the range of values of j is far far greaterI he enormity of the class of objects is of course reducible by means ofclassification, which, in recognition, again involves a process of re-generation, just as does the recognition of a word.

An ideal statistical dictionary would, among other things, presentthe two probability matrices,

A basic problem, bordering on semantics, is the estimation of the
probability P(D^ | IF,), where TF_ represents a word, or index term, and
I) represents a document, or other object, and P(DJ \ lb,) denotes the
probability that D^ represents a sought document, when lb, is an index
term, and when it is not known what the other index terms are. Strictly
-peaking, the probability depends on the customer, but, for the sake of
simplicity, it will be assumed here that the indexer of the documents,
and all the customers, speak the same indexing language. The problem
of estimating P(D} | HA is nontrivial to say the least [48], hut let us
imagine it solved for the present.

Next suppose that index terms W1: IF,, .. . , Wm have been specified.
i'hen we should like to be able to compute the probabilities I'(l)j [ \\\ ■

"-"'"■"■ Wm )> where the periods denote logical conjunction. One could
imagine this probability to be estimated by meansof a virtually infinite
-ample. Reasonable recall systems would be those for which (i) the
probability that the document D; will be recalled is equal to the above
probability; (ii) the document _D__ that maximizes the probability is
selected; or (iii) the documents of highest (conditional) probability
an- listed in order, together with their probabilities. (Compare, for
example [35], [31], p. 42, [41].)

in one of the notations of information theory [26, 67],

[(P(IF. |Op and [P(Oj | IF,.)]
(Compare Sparck Jones [95] and the discussion.) Such a dictionarywould, apart from interdependences between three or more entities
give all the information that could be given, by a dictionary, for namingan object and for interpreting a word. Existing dictionaries sometimesindicate the values of the probabilities P(IF,. | (J.) to the extent ofwriting "rare"; and also the variations between subcultures areindicated ("archaic," "dialect," "slang," "vulgar," and so on). But let46

|
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v -iere /(__. : F) denotes the amountof information concerning i? provided

log P(Di | IF, " Wt " . . . " W,n)

log P(DA + I(Dj : W1

■

W2 ■...■ 1F,„) (5.1)
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i

by F, and is defined (for example [26, 16a]) as the logarithm of theassociation factor"

(The -association factor" as defined in refs [27], [31], and [41] is theactor by winch the probability of one proposition is multiplied in thelight of the other. It is used in a different sense, not as a populationparameter, in Stiles [96].) The amount of information concerning Eprovided by F is a symmetrical function of A' and F and is also calledthe "mutual information" between E and F, and is denoted by /(__ F)when we wish to emphasize the symmetry. Notice that our "mutualinformation" is not an expected value as is, for example, the "related-ness ' of McGill and Quastler [67]. Shannon [89] always used expectedvalues._ If the index terms II W2 , ..., 1F,,, provide statistically independentinformation concerning D, (i.e., if IF., .... Wm are statistically inde-pendent, and are also statistically independent given D), then

The expected rate at which the individual index terms provide in-formation concerning documents is

j:P{Wt -DJ)I(Wi,DJ)hi

conveniently denoted by 1(1)

;

IF) (compare [89], p. 90), but this doesnot allow for the expectation of the mutual information when severalindex terms are used. A knowledge of the expectations, for variousvalues of m, would be relevant to the design of information-retrievalsystems, since its antilogarithm would give some idea of the "cut-downfactor" of an m-term request.
When one wishes to choose between only two documents, then thefinal log-odds are equal to the initial log-odds plus the sum of the '"weights of evidence" or "log factors" (see [21] for the terminologyhere and cf. Minsky [7-3]).
It should be noted that Eg. (5.1) and (5.3) are just ways of writing IBayes' theorem, but this is not a stricture, since Bayes' theorem is like-wise just a way of writing the product axiom of probability theory It

is suggestive to think of Bayes' theorem in a form that is expressiblein |
one of the notations of information theory, since the various terms inEqs. (5.1) and (5.3) might correspond to physical mechanisms associa- !48 ' " i
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. 1,,,:;ds between memory traces (see Section 6). The use of Eg. (5.3)
h, be described as the "crude" use of Bayes' theorem, or as a first

ipproximation to the ideal procedure. It was used, for example, in
,'.._. and 1 think also in [64]. It is a special case of discrimination by
::eans of linear discriminants of the form

(5.4)

Ciiich have been used, for example, in the simplest class of perceptra
y±. and in suggestions or experimentsrelated to mechanical chess and

equers (draughts) (for example [33, 83, 18, 83a]).
i 'ne can write (5.4) in the form

(5.5)

.'■n mow the summation is over all words in the language, not just
"■ 'Aui\ occur in the context, and eH is defined as 1 if ll', does occur

'i 5s i.i otherwise. It is because of this mode of writing (5.4) thai we... it a linear discriminant, It has been claimed [104] that the more
_■ : .ral form, (5.4) or (5.5), is often much better than tin.' crude use of
Bayes' theorem, i.e., Eg. (5.3).

In order to estimate the second term on the right of Eg. (5.1). a very
;_" sample would usually be required, and this is why it is necessary
■ make approximations. Successively better approximations can

-urnably be obtained by truncating the following series:

log P(Dj) iV/(D,, IF.) -£/(/)., Wt, Wt) L ... (5.0)
r r,s

'■

■ ■

. = 1,2, ... , m; r < st < t < . . . ), where the Z's are "inter-
■ns of the first kind" as defined in the Appendix. If, for example, we
to truncate the series after the interactions of the second order

■L 2s). we would obtain a special case of the quadratic discriminant

(5.7)

■'"""■ vdth optima] coefficients, would of course give a better approxi-- ; ■" i An example of the relevance of the quadratic terms, in
■-■'U> problems in learning machines, is in the evaluation of

I(E :F) = log P{E 'H - lor, P (E IF) , -/V | A') /c o
jj °* P(_?)P(P) - l0« P(^ =

yj(;} (5.2) '

l°g P(Dj I IF, " ... " Wm) = log P(Dj) + £ /( D. : Jf„) (5 . 3). =1

...
«. + z &_>

r = 1

°_ +2X.. fii.

: y P(Dj | IF 1; W,, ..., Wm)

aJ+ __. hr+ _C' Pr.s
r =

1,

. . . , m r, a —

1,2,

...

,171

___ war
= aj + T,hPx +

__.
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material advantage in chess: the advantage of two bishops [33].) If we 1truncate Eg. (5.6) after the third-order interactions, we ofcourse obtain!a special case of a cubic discriminant, and so on.
An interesting class of problems arises when we ask: What are theoptimal linear, quadratic, cubic, etc., discriminants, and how do weset about finding them? There is some discussion of this problem in [19yand in [85]. Here we merely make the obvious comment that, if thenumber of words is large, the number of coefficients increases rapidlywith the degree, and optimization problems might be exceedingly-difficult evenfor the cubic discriminant. Even without optimiza I ion thework of estimating the interactions I(Dp Wr, Ws , Wt ) would be enor-mous. It will be suggested, in Section 6, that the subassembly theory ofthe brain is capable of explaining, or at least of explaining away howthe brain can in effect embody these higher interactions as associationbonds between sets ofsubassemblies. But in the present section we shallnot consider biological processes.

Let us consider how, in principle, the various terms in Eg. (5.6) couldbe obtained. We should begin by taking a sample of successful libraryapplications, each being of the form (IF_, W2 , ..., Wm , DA, meaningthat the index terms Wx , W2 , . . ., Wm were used by the customer, and hewas satisfied with the document __),. If on a single occasion he wassatisfied by more than one document, then, in this notation, that
occasion would correspond to more than one successful library applica-tion. It should be remembered that we are assuming that all customersspeak the same language. This assumption is in flagrant contradictionwith the facts of life, but we assume it as an approximationin order toavoid complication. It should be noted that a sample of the kind
mentioned here would form a useful part of any practical operationalresearch on document retrieval.

We can now imagine the raw statistical data to be entered in acontingency table in w -4- 1 dimensions, where w is the number of indexterms m use (the "size of the vocabulary"); w of the sides of the con-tingency table would be of length 2, whereas the remaining side wouldbe of length d, the number of documents. It might be suggested that the ,way to enter the data in the table would be to regard each successful :
library application as a long vector

(5.8) j

where c, is 1 or 0 dependingon whether the .th index term in a diction-ary of index terms is one of the index terms, IF., . . . , Wm that was usedm the application; and so to put a tick in the cell (5.8) of the contingencytable. This method ofconstructing the contingency table would be°very '

j,leading, since there is a world of difference between missing out an
dcx term and explicitly saying that the term is irrelevant to the
right document. This method of construction would be appropriate

,iily if the entire vocabulary of index terms were presented to the
"ustomer to be used as a yes-no tick-off list. As R. A. Fairthorne has

- n pointed out, the idea of negation is not usually a natural one in
indexing.

Instead, the above "successful library application" is better regarded
contributing to the "marginal total," denoted [47] by

11 1 1 1 ... i* i 1 1 1 1 ... 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 / 1 1 ... ./ / j

o

meaning of this notation is this. Let
W

£ie2...ew.

the hypothetical entry in the contingency table in the cell given by- : -'hypothetical" since tick-off lists are not in fact used. In the

ye

notation, each of the l's. of which there are m, corresponds to the
cification of an index term, and the acute accents indicate summa-
i.. of n Z] .E w j over all the e_'s that do not correspond to one of these

terms.
After a large amount of sampling, one would have good estimates for

"

values ofmany of themarginal totals of the "population contingency
■ le," that is, the (to -+- l)-dirnensional array of population proba-
cies. The "principle of maximum entropy" [47, 50, 48] could then
used in principle for estimating all the 2"<7 probabilities. The amount

: calculation would be liable to be prohibitive, even if it were ultra-
r.iil... although it might be practicable in analogous small problems

cli as the recognition of r.rinted characters or phonemes.
i should be possible in principle to cut down the size of both the

" !'" and the calculation by making use of the theory of clumps
■Myology") or of clusters. One of the benefits ofsuch a theory would

that, by lumping together words into clumps, the dimensionality
: 'lir contingency table would be reduced.

I he theory of clumps is still in its infancy (see for example [30, 35,
"'■ tl. 78, 75. 76]), and is necessarily as much an experimental science- "■■ theory: this is why we prefer to call it "botryology." Research

;-'<er._ who use the term "cluster" rather than "clump" (see for
"- impie [77. 97, 81. 93, 78a]2 ) seem to be concerned with the grouping
- points that lie in a Euclidean space, and their methods tend to be

: ->" orthodox from the point of view of statistical methodology. In
ryology the methods tend to be less orthodox, and it is sometimes

! - utor mentions [78a], which I have not seen.

(£_, e2 , .. . , ew,j)
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: id- into two classes or large clumps, and two conjugate clumps of
ments.

Consider one of the two smaller matrices obtained by extracting
-h. rows and columns from B, corresponding to a clump and its eon-
u.ate, Balance this smaller matrix, and find a local maximum of its

'i:_.ar form. This procedure will split our clump into two smaller
"lumps, and will simultaneously split the conjugate clump. In this
manner we can continue to dichotomize our clumps until they are of

any desired size. The whole collection of clumps would
. inn a tree.

Actually, it is desirable that clumps should overlap in some applica-
:on.. to information retrieval, and this can be achieved by means of a
!i_ht modification of the above procedure, in which the "large"
nnps are made larger still. That is, in place of taking all the -|-l's

■

as a clump, one could take all the components in B'x algebraically
..ter than some negative threshold; and, in the conjugate clump.

■

he components in By above some negative threshold.
The effect of this botryological procedure is to induce a partially

: k-red structure each of whose elements is a clump of index terms to-
other with its conjugate clump of documents.
Having obtained the partially ordered set ofclumps, one could apply..- methods described in [48], which, however, have not been completelyiked out, in order to make estimates of _( j) when/,., is too small

: the estimate log/,,. - log/, - logf,. to be usable (for example whenv or 1). (We have written/, and/,_, for the total frequencies of IF,

■

i /J.) Hopefully, the higher-order mutual information (interaction)

;!

i- 11 ..... , 1F,,, | Dj) could be estimated in a similar manner.A- other conceivable method for associating documents with index
would be in terms of the eigenvectors of BB' and of B'B, where[■rimes still indicate transposition. By a theorem of .Sylvester, the

- :. values of B'B are the same as those of BB', together' with d - w- -. it „ > if. We can use the nonzero eigenvalues in order to pair
i the two sets of eigenvectors, and we could order each of the two sets
eigenvectors in the order of the magnitudes of the eigenvalues. Thencould associate with the .th index term the .th component of the■rmalized eigenvectors of BB', and with the jth document the jth
A ! '■- Ai the corresponding w eigenvectors of B'B. This would
'C-iate a ./--dimensional vector with each index term and with each

eument. The relevance of index term . to document j could now be
■' !"- d as the correlation coefficient between the two associated vectors,

q'proximaterelationship between relevance and mutual information- _; t 'en be found experimentally, and we could then apply Eg. (5.1)
eminent retrieval. The amount of calculation required for the

SS£_fK 'r^pZd^8 T ' *« "W-ted in the
!
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application of this method would be exceedingly great, whereas the IClumping algorithm mentioned before could perhaps be carried out on a j
computer of the next generation.

Fut of course time delay is only one of many possible physical
-cinations ofa real variable, and others could besuggested in terms

: .vuaptic facilitation. In view of the complexity of the brain, if
.- quite probable that more than one representation is used, and this
would nive greater scope for adaptability. One must not be overready

imply Ockham's lobotomy. As in other complex systems, many
theories can contain elements of the truth. Economists are familiar

i

6. Cell Assemblies and Subassemblies ■

Suppose that one wishes to simulate psychological association andrecall on a machine. We restrict our attention to the recall of one word

'

when m other words are presented, but most of the discussion can be

■

adapted, in an obvious manner, to the recall ofa concept given various i
attributes, or to the retrieval of a document, given various index terms.The discussion could be modified in order to cover the case when the i
words are presented serially and form a Markov chain, this being awell-known approximate model for the prediction of words in a lan-
guage text (cf. [88]). For the sake of simplicity, we shall ignore problems :
of syntax, so that our discussion will be in this respect more pertinent
to methods of information retrieval based only on index terms than tothe full problem of recall. This limited problem is difficult enoughfor the
present, and is I think a necessary preliminary to any more ambitiousdiscussion of recall in general.

If there are w words in the vocabulary, there are potentiallyw(w

■

- 1)12 associations of various strengths between pairs of words.(Kinds of association are here being ignored.) The process of recall, inthis example, is that of selecting the word, A, that is in some sensemost associated with the m words __ A 2. ... , A m which have been ;

recently inserted at the input of the computer. In the usual problem of Iinformation retrieval A would be a document and ____, __ , _4
would be index terms, and the discussion of the previous section is all jrelevant to the present problem.

this principle.
AY ieturn now to our problem of information retrieval.
Suppose that iv = 30,000 and that some acceptable method were
und for estimating the mutual information between each pair of the

word.. Then it will still be hardly practicable to list the 450
.! answers in immediately accessible form in a machine that is
Itraparallel. Instead it would be necessary to put the words that
appreciable association with a given word, A, into a list of memory

oris,

called say the A list. Each word in each list must have the
th of the association (the logarithm of the association factor)
! to it. Many of the lists would be very long. The process of recall- the collation of the words in the lists corresponding to recent
v, ords. together with some further arithmetic. Collation is a slow

e.-s. and it is tempting to ask whether it would be more economical
rnulate the process of recall by means of an artificial neural net-.. or at any rate by means of ultraparallelisin. The use of artificial
"dative memories is a step in this direction, but so far only a small
lor example [60, 65]). For purposes of information retrieval, which
Fit is what we are discussing, it might be worth while to design
outers that are not ultraparallel but have extremely rapid collation
special feature. Such computers would be very useful for informa-
:-o.rir-va] by means of index terms, but when the words are strongly
b-pendent statistically, as in ordinary language, a machine using
■ial neural nets seems intuitively to hold out more promise of

The difficultyofmaking the probability estimates [48] provides someof the explanation of why men are not entirely rational in their proba-bility estimates and in their recall. It is possible, for example, that, formen, the probability ofretrieval of a word is approximatedby only afew I
terms of Eg. (5.6) of the previous section. An ultraintelligent machine .might be able to use more terms of the equation, since it might be able \to speed up the calculations by invoking the electronic computer with \which it would be in close relationship (cf. [33]).

\:o::ity. (See also the discussions of "higher-order interactions" later
tins section).
;: each word were represented by an artificial neuron, or otherwise. 1 icalized, it would take too long to set up the associations, unlessi

■'■ere ./"(.. — l) association fibers built in, and this would be very
;-ive in equipment. Moreover, it is not easy to see how more than

11 traction of such a machine could be inoperation at any onetime,
"■ there would be a great wastage of potential computation power.

■

'--o reasons, a machine with "distributed memory" seems more

'

"..',~' ""^s Secies says ([l6], p. 266), "Lashley argues convincingly
: " : -~ oi neurons are involved in an\- memory recall, that any

: y trace or engram has multiple representation; that each neuron

i.

Russell and Uttley [102] suggested that a time delay might be the j
neural embodiment of the amount of information in a proposition, '1(H) = - log P(H), and that this would make conditional proba- \bilities easily embodiable, since the difference between two time delays jis itself a time delay. As poinfbut in [38], this idea extends at once to

I-

mutual information, log-odds, weights of evidence, and tendency to
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or eveneach synaptic joint is built into many engrams" [61]. A further
relevant quotation, from [34], is:

"An interesting analogy is with the method of superimposed coding,of which Zatocoding is an example. This is a method of coding ofinformation for information-retrieval purposes. Suppose we wish to
identify a document by means of m index terms. Each term is repres-ented by means of v punched holes in a card containing A 7locationseach of which can be punched or not punched. ( For each of the index
terms] we may select . locations out of the N at random [to punch].The representation of the joint occurrence of ?.. index terms is then
simply the Boolean sum of the m individual punchings of v locationseach. ... In the application to information retrieval if we extract all
the cards punched in the v locations corresponding to any given term,
we may getsome cards that are irrelevant by chance. If A is large, and ,
is suitably selected, mistakes need seldom occur. In fact it is natural to
arrange that

(i - v/Nr * .

i.e.,

vx (1 - 2-k'"! )_V
This must be the best value of v since to have half the holes punched
gives the largest variety of possible punchings.

"By analogy, Nature's most economical usage of the brain would be
for a reasonable proportion of it to be in operation at any one time,
rather than having one concept, one neuron." Instead, each neuronwould occur in a great many distinct circuits, and would not be in-
dispensable for any of them.

Such an analogy can at best give only a very rough idea of what _
goes on in the brain, which is an ultradynamic system as contrasted
with a collection of punched cards. (The analogy would seem a little .
better if, instead of taking the Boolean sum, a threshold were used at !each location.) But if we take ... = 20, on the grounds that the game of |
"twentyquestions" is areasonably fair game, wefind that therepresent- j
ation of a word occupies say a thirtieth of the neurons in the cortex. It
must be emphasized that this is not much better than a guess, partly 'because it is based on a very crude optimality principle. But it is not j
contradicted by the experiments of Penfield and others (for example \[80], p. 117) whofound that the electrical stimulation of a small area on

"

the surface of the cortex could inhibit the recall of a fraction of the jsubject's vocabulary. (For further references, see Zangwill [108].) For i
it is entirely possible that a large subnetwork of neurons could be in-hibited, and perhaps even sparked off, by stimulation at special points. \

.. .->,, f this theory will be adopted here. The meaning and point of the

0,,.,,1'

v can be explained in terms of its applications to the linguistic
"dvities of the brain, although the theory is usually discussed in a

more general context. There are some advantages in discussing a
-.:" eial case, and some generalizations will be obvious enough. A cell
i^emblv is assumed to consist of a great number of neurons, which can

an lie active at least once within the same interval of about a quarter
to half a second. For simplicity we shall generally take the half-second
e-timate for granted. An assembly reverberates approximately as a
unit. and. while reverberating, it tends to inhibit the remainder of the
cortex, not neuron by neuron, but enough so that no other assembly
can lie very active during the same time interval. A word, or a familiar
phrase, is often represented by an assembly, and, more generally, an
L-si.mblv usually corresponds in Hebb's words, to a "single element of

consciousness." But the consciousness might habituate to assemblies
iccur very frequently.

1 1 will be assumed in this paper that there are also subassemblies that
an in- active without dominating the whole cortex, and also that when
.: a.-sembly becomes fatigued and breaks up it leaves several of its
"■'. n subassemblies active for various lengths of time, from a second to

-.■vera] minutes, and typically about ten seconds. I.ach subassembly
v. oiild consist of a smaller group of neurons than an assembly, but with

■liter relative interconnectivity. The subassemblies might in their
i-n break up into still smaller groups of still greater relative intcr-
miectivity and of greater "half-lives." These could be called sub-

ui-a.-.-emblies. etc., but we shall usually use the term "subassembly"
" -.:" -rieally to include subsubassemblies, etc. When an assembly gains
lominanee for a moment it is approximately completely active, when

abject is wide awake. The process is assumed to be one of approxi-

■

regeneration. It is notexactregeneration for if it were there would
no learning. Probabilistic regeneration might often be represented
the digree of activity of an assembly. This degree of activity will lie. ■" u-ried forward by the subassemblies, so that the benefits of probabilis-

tic regeneration, as described in a previous section, will be available.
Ai-o the activity is less, and the assembly is somewhat smaller, when

o

subject is sleepy or dreaming, but the activity is assumed to be
arly always enough for the assembly to have a definite identity,

except perhaps in dreamless sleep. When the subject is nearly asleep,
"mere might be frequent intervals of time when there is no active
assembly.

nibitecl,

and perhaps even sparked

off,

by stimulation at special points. J The association between two assemblies could be largely embodiedAmong the theories of distributed memory, the "cell assembly" i in -ho subassemblies that they have in common,theory is prominent, and, as stated in the previous section, a modified j A !,,, a man urn a sleepy condition. an assembly need not be followed| 57
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by another consciousness-provoking assembly for a short time. In that !
case, the assembly A might recover from fatigue and bereactivated by |
the subassemblies that it itself had left in its wake when it last fired, j
This would account for the occasional repetitivity of thought when one I
is sleepy. The hypothesis is not that the assembly reverberates for j
longer than usual, but that it is liable to reactivate because there has i
not been enough activity to disperse its subassemblies. The subassem- \blies themselves, both in sleepiness and in dreams, have lower activity i
than in wakefulness, so that, when one wakes up, the memory and I
atmosphere of dreams would be easily erased. When dreaming there is i
perhaps notenough energy in the cortex to sustain many full assemblies \so that the subassemblies would be less inhibited than in wakefulness. l
It might well be that there are far more subassemblies active during \sleep, and they would form arrangements having less logical cohesion .and higher entropy. This would explain the remarkable rate at which \visual information can be internally generated during dreams; and the
incomplete regeneration of full assemblies would explain the nonsequitur and imaginative nature of dreams. t

In the same spirit, if assemblies correspond to conscious thoughts, it '■
might well be that subassemblies correspond to unconscious and especially \to preconscious thoughts, in the wakeful state as well as in sleep. j

What gives the assemblies their semipermanent static structures, i
corresponding to long-term memory, is assumed, following Hebb, to be I
the pattern of strengths of synaptic joints throughout the cortex. '
The physical counterpart of learning is the variation of these strengths.
We have already conjectured that the number of possible states of any \synaptic joint is small enough to justifycalling the strength a "discrete I
variable." This assumption makes it easier to understand how memories ;

can be retained for long periods, and how the identities of assemblies
can be preserved.

awards, so that some of the many weaker subassemblies involved
;,e assembly sequence would have become detached from the

..rue.lire of the assembly sequence. Thus the structure of a frequently
-d assembly sequence, used only for recall and not for building into

:',oitasv or fiction, would tend to become simplified. In other words,
it-tail would be lost even though what is left might be deeply etched.
"■'.-. the corresponding memory would tend to become stereotyped,

.-veil in respect of embellishments made to it after the first recording.
1 1 is interesting to consider what enables us to judge the time elapsed

dnce a memory was first inscribed. Elapsed time seems introspectively
to be recorded with roughly logarithmic accuracy: the least discernible
difference of a backward time estimate is perhaps roughly proportional
- i the time elapsed, not allowing for the "cogency" of the recall, that
:-. not allowing for the interconnections and cross-checks in the recall.
'jA;- conjecture, which is analogous to the Weber-Fechner law, could be
- .:e! experimentally. An aging memory suffers from a gradual loss of

;i.important" detail. If, on the other hand, we recall an item repeated-
. w e preserve more of the detail than otherwise, but we also overlay the

:..::eirv with additional associations to assemblies high up in the
-.:■■!" trchy. IFc can distinguish between "reality" and imagination be-
■ause a memory of a real event is strongly connected to the immediate

. ""r-'irdcr

sensory

and motor assemblies. As a memory ages it begins to
resemble imagination more and more, and the memories of our child-

1 are liable to resemble those of a work offiction.
One of the advantages that an ultraintelligent machine would have
i.-r most men, with the possible exception of millionaires, would be
it it could record all its experiences in detail, on photographic film or
i.'-rwise. together with an accurate time-track. This film would then

available in addition to any brain-like recordings. Perfect recall. : i be possible without hypnotism!
As pointed out by Rosenblatt ([B2], p. 55), a permanent lowering of
■"u-.-.i tiring thresholds would be liable to lead to all thresholds becom-_ minimal, unless there were a "recovery mechanism." He therefore
ef-r- the more popular theory of synaptic facilitation, which we are

We assume that thestrength of a synapse, when not in use, occasion- [
ally mutates in the direction of some standard value. This mechanism
would explain the gradual erosion of memories that have not been re-

'

called, and would also help to prevent all synapses from reaching equal {
maximal strength, which would of course be disastrous. Equally, the »increase in strength of a synapse when its activation leads to the"firing \of a neuron can reasonably be assumed to be a mutation and only !
probabilistic. The number of synapses is so large that it might well be !
sufficient for only a small fraction of them to mutate when they I
contribute to the firing of a neuron. This hypothesis would also help to i
explain why all synapses do not reach maximum strength.

Even when an assembly sequence is frequently recalled, some of the {
strengths of the relevant synapses would nevertheless have mutated

-ing here [15, 54]. Although there are far more synapses than neurons,
similar objection can be raised against this theory, namely, too many

inses might reach maximal facilitation,especially if we assume a cell
-■ ::A:y theory. This is why we have assumed a mutation theory for
- ■"otic strengths. In fact, we assumeboth that a synapse, when not in

imitates downwards, with some probability, and also, that when it
just been used, it mutates upwards, with some probability. The

■"] the strength at any time, the greater the probability of mutating

■ ■■■■

a:i Is w hen not used, and the smaller the probability of mutating
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upwards when used. It is neither necessary nor desirable that everysynapse should increase its strength whenever it is used. The enormousnumber of neurons in an assembly make it unnecessary, and the fre-
quent uses of the synapses make it undesirable. After a certain numberof uses, an assembly does not need any further strengthening.

A sentence lasting ten seconds would correspond to an assemblysequence of about twenty assemblies. Hebb ([s4], p. 143) says that the
apparent duration of a "conceptual process" in man is from one to five
or ten seconds. The expression "conceptual process" is of course vague,and the discussion is here made somewhat more concrete by framingit in terms of linguistic activity. A phoneme, when it is part of a word,perhaps corresponds to a subassembly, and there will be many othersubassemblies corresponding to other properties of the word, but only
a fraction of these will remain active when the assembly breaks up.

Which assembly becomes active at the next moment must depend
on the current sensory input, the current dominant assembly, and the
currently active subassemblies. Indirectly, therefore, it depends on the
recent assembly sequence, wherein the most recent assemblies will have
the greatest influence. It also depends of course on the semipermanent
static storage, the "past history." Well-formed assemblies will tend to beactivated by a small fraction of their subassemblies; this is why it ispossible to read fast with practice: it is not necessary to observe all the
print. Memory abbreviates.

An example that shows how the activation of an assembly can
depend on the previous assembly sequence is the recall of a long 'sequence of digits, such as those of tt. A. G. Aitken and Tom Lehrer. for

'

example, can repeat several hundred digits of 7. correctly. If we assumethat there is one assembly for each of the ten digits 0, 1, . . 9, then it isclear that the next assembly to be activated must depend onmore than
just the previously active assembly. If there is no hexanome (sequenceof six digits) that is repeated in the first 500 digits of tt, then one
method ofremembering the 500 digits in order is to memorize a func-
tion of hexanomes to mononomes. Then any six consecutive digitswould uniquely determine the next digit in this piece of tt; for example,the digit 5 is determined by the hexanome 415926.

Let us consider how the subassembly theory would account for this. 'For the sake of argument, we shall ignore the strong possibility that acalculating prodigy has an assembly for say each of the hundred'distinctdinomes, and continue to assume one assembly for each of the tendigits. (The argument could be modified to allow for otherpossibilities.) jWe take it for granted that the subject (Aitken) is in the psychological"set" corresponding to the recitation of the digits of tt. Suppose that the
assembly corresponding to the digit . has subassemblies s(i, 1), s(i, 2),

L o,i that these symbols correspond to subassemblies of succes-
d-urtur "half-lives." Then, provided that the digits are recited by
; at a constant rate, one set of subassemblies that would activate

.., mblv corresponding to 5 would be of theform _(4, 1), s(4, 2), . ..,
16): "■ ■ ; s(6, 1), s(6, 2), .. . , _(6, ra61), where s(i, «.._■) is the next
M-mhlv (belonging to assembly .) to become extinguished after j
leiits of time." If at least one subassembly of each assembly is

i;_uished at each moment within the first six moments after the
mblv is extinguished, then this theory could account for the
■iiiility of the recitation. For, at any given moment, the active sub-
mblies would uniquely determine the next assembly to be activated.
.o recitation were slowed down by a moderate factor, then there

i -till be enough clues for the unique determination of the succes-
ligits. In fact a knowledge of the maximum slow-down factor
i give quantitative information concerning the numbers and

o lon- of activation of the subassemblies.
Fen- i- an analogy between cell assemblies and the gel that can
:.. in a polymerization reaction. (See Flory [17 ] for a comprehensive
eussion of polymerization, or [45] for a short self-contained dcs-

: ;■ m of somemathematical theory that might also be relevant to cell
mblies.) The gel is often regarded as a molecule of infinite size, but

i. re ran be other largish molecules present simultaneously, analogous
the subassemblies. Polymerization is not as dynamic as cerebral

. ity. so the analogy is imperfect, but it is instructive since it shows
plausibility of subassemblies.

A theory that does some of the work of the subassembly theory is
■■ theory of "primed neurons" {[43], p. 506 and [71]). We quote

<v. tin- former reference): "After an assembly has just been extin-
I. many of its neurons will have received subthreshold activation

ut having fired. Milner calls them 'primed neurons'. ... A primed
:, may be regarded as the opposite of a refractory one. Therefore,

i'tue of 'temporal summation' for neurons, parts of a recently
v.mguished assembly will be primed, so that it will be easily re-. .'ated during the next few seconds. This is an explanation ofshort-
en memory different from that of reverberatory circuits; but an
tivated assembly must itself reverberate. Milner assumes that the

'■ ■■' ot priming dies away after a few seconds. But I think it would be
till to assume that the time constant can vary greatly from neuron to

ii since this may help to explain our sense of duration, and also
m-term memory. Here, as elsewhere, other explanations are
'

"

such as the gradual extinction of small reverberating circuits
i--embles." (The last remark is a reference to subassemblies;
Al)
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The subassembly theory seems to be a more natural tool than that of j .

;

, lt assemblies could exist under reasonable assumptions for the
imed neurons, for the purpose of explainingthe sequence of firing of | '.'.....i-:. that describe connectivity. It is reasonable to conjectureprimed neurons, for the purpose of explaining the sequence of firing of

"
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assemblies although both might be features of the brain. One would
'

.-the thinness of the cortex is a relevant parameter, or rather the

expect subassemblies to exist, since the density of connectivity in an I ... __t" that is encouraged by the thinness. The dimensions ot the

assembly would be expected to varyfrom place to place in the cortex. . .: , xif straightened out, would be about 50 cm by 50 cm by 2mm

Subclumps of high connectivity in a network would be expected to ; ' ', m > 32 and 34). It is possible that the assembly theory would
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assemblies although both might be features of the brain. One would ;

assembly would be expected to vary from place to place in the cortex.
Subclumps of high connectivity in a network would be expected to j
reverberate longer than those of low connectivity. Although it could be
argued that highly connected subclumps should become exhausted I ; ,i

more quickly, it should be observed that the synapses in these sub-

■

: ;r

; 'impossible if the cortex were much "thicker." Ifwe cannot treat

; ,..oblem mathematically, perhaps we should experiment with an
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more quickly, it should be observed that the synapses in these sub- | ..ijj.ial neural net ofneural dimensions approximately 50 X 10,000 x
clumps will tend to be stronger than where the connectivity is low.

' 0,,0.

but smaller-scale experiments would naturally be tried first.

It is therefore natural to assume that the subclumps correspond to sub- _■, '..,"," must surely be some advantage in having thin cortices otherwise
assemblies. f . k would have thicker ones. It seems unlikely that the brain con-

It might turn out that the theory of primed neurons will be sufficient
to explain the workings of the brain, without the assumption of sub-
assemblies, but the latter theory gives the kind of discrete representa- :

tion that fits in well with the notion of probabilistic regeneration.
The theoryof subassemblies is so natural for any large partly random-

looking communication network (such as that of a human society)
that it tempts one to believe, with Asliby ([_.], p. 229), that a very wide ;

. ie would have thicker ones. It seems unlikely that the brain con-
:.V many useless residuals ofevolutionary history. Hence the anatomy

"T,. brain is very relevant to the design of the first ultraintelligent

hino. but the designer has to guess which features have important
'ri,,nal

functions,

and which have merely biochemical functions.
,;,_._.,. it i s „ot known what values of the parameters are required for

intelligent operation ofa neural net, it is possible only to guess which
ure> of the cortex are most relevant for the design of an ultra-

class of machines might exhibit intelligent behavior, provided that they

-■

lli_i_it machine. The feature of a good short-term memory ( atten-
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have enough interconnectivity and dynamic states. Machines certainly j .;. -pan"), of the order of 20r, where tis the active time of a single

need some __esign, but it is reasonable to suppose that money and | i-einbly, is certainly essentialfor intelligence. (In a machine t need nol

complication can be traded for ingenuity in design. For example, a well- >

designed machine of say 109 components might be educable to ultra-
intelligence, but a much more carelessly designed machine of say 10 13 t

components might be equally good. *
That some design is necessary can be seen from one of the objections i

to the cell assembly theory as originally propounded by Hebb. Hebb did .

a : i] iroximatelv half a second.) It might even he possible to improve on

Performance of a brain by making the average duration of the
ii-nce somewhat greater than 20r. But there must be a limit to the
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■ful average duration, for a given cost in equipment. This limit might
i'termined by the fact that the longer an assembly sequence the

r must be the average size of theassemblies; but is more likely tobe
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necessary

to assume inhibition, and : ' i mined by the fact that the complexity of concepts can be roughly
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Milner pointed out that, without inhibition, the assemblies would fill
the whole cortex. Ultimately there could be only one assembly. Either
inhibition must be assumed to exist, as well as excitation, or else the
assemblies would have to be microscopically small in comparison with
the cortex. The latter assumption would be inconsistent with "dis- j
tributed memory." Milner accordingly assumed that neurons tend to

;

inhibit those near them. Therefore one may picture an assembly as a \
kind of three-dimensional fishing net, where the holes correspond to
inhibited neurons.

The simplest model would assume that each fishing net (assembly) ,
spans the entire cortex, or perhaps only the entire association cortex, j
orperhaps also other parts of the brain [57], hifuture, mainlyfor verbal__
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simplicity, we use the word "cortex" unqualified. There is a need for
some mathematical theorems to show that a very large number of i

■d bv 'the durations of the assembly sequences, and beyond a
on level of complexity the brain would not be large enough to handle

■

bitionskips between the concepts. (In a more precise discussion the
-tion would be interpreted as a kind of "half-life.")

When _uessing what biological features are most relevant to the
:.-miction of an ultraintelligent machine, it is necessary to allow for

y as a whole, and not justthe brain: an ultraintelligent machine
,1 need also an input (sensorium) and an output (motorium). Since
"i. of the education of the first ultraintelligent machine would be

mcd by a human being, it would be advisable for the input and

'

i it to be intuitively tangible. For example, the input might contain
-id and a tactual field and the output might control artificial

In short the machine could be something of a robot. The sen-
and motorium might be connected topographically to parts of
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ble two surfaces of the disk that represents the cortex. Many otherdecisions would have to be made concerning the design, evenbefore any Ireally useful experiments could be performed. These decisions would Iconcern qualitative details of structure and also the values of quant,tative parameters. The need for further theory is great, since, withoutadvances in theory, the amount of experimentation might be pro !hibitive. Even if the values of the parameters in the cerebral cortex '
were known [90], theory would be required in order to decide how toscale them to a model with fewer components. A very tentative exampleof some quantitativetheory is given near the end of the present sectionIt has been argued [79] that the cortex seems to be under the controlol a more centrally placed subcortical region, partly in the diencephalonnot in the new brain but in the old" ([Bo], p. 21). 3 Penfield calls the Ipartly hypothetical controlling region the "centrencephahc system " It :

seems that consciousness is likely to be associated with this system A Inatural inference of the hypothesis that consciousness is associated with :
the old brain is that the lower animals have consciousness, and can !experience "real metaphysical pain," an inference natural to common !
sense but disliked by some experimentalists for obvious reasons: they itherefore might call it meaningless. -

Sometimes Penfield's theory is considered to be inconsistent with 'Hehb s, but m the present writer's opinion, the assembly theory is made '
easier to accept by combining it with this hypothesis of a central controlJ- or the following mechanism suggests itself. The greater the amount of '
activity in the cortex, the greater the number of inhibitory pulses sentto all currently inactive parts of the cortex by the centrencephahc ;system. J Ins negativefeedback mechanism would prevent an assembly '
from firing the whole cortex, and would also tend to make all assembliesof the same order of size, for a given state of wakefulness of the cen-trencephahc system. This in its turn would be largely determined by the icondition of the human body as a whole.

This "assembly theory, mark III," as we may call it (taking a leafout ofMilner | 71]), has two merits. First, it would allow a vastly greaterclass of patterns of activity to assemblies: they would not all have tohave the pattern of a three-dimensional fishing net, filling the cortex .I his makes it much easier to accept the possibility that a vast varietyot assemblies can exist in one brain, as is of course necessary if theassembly theory is to be acceptable. A second, and lesser, merit of themodified theory is that a single mechanism can explain both the controlol the cerebral atomic reactor" and degrees of wakefulness, and per- Ihaps of psychological "set" also. Finally, the theory will shortly be seen j
3Zang.vill gives earlier references in his interesting survey [108].
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tit in well with a semiquantitative theory of causal interactions
' , .,.„ assemblies.

|, is proposed therefore that our artificial neural net should be
, nrella-shaped, with the spikes filling a cone.
Iwine wakefulness, most assemblies will have a very complicated
1 L C- ... i i J.T-

_ . . —._._..■.. 1.

n

li..

.-*■_■

.

el.

. will1 Hiring

w<__vv/i _"".__, ~.-~

~ -
tructure but, during dreamless sleep, the centrencephahc system will

?
,me almost exclusivelyresponsible, directly and indirectly, for the

r'ivitv in the cortex, taking for granted of course the long-term or

■■'.atic" structure of the cortex. The input from the cortex to the

atrencephalic system will, as it were, be "reflectedback" to the cortex.
"' The assumption is that the excitation put out by the centrencephahc

o tern has the function of encouraging cortical activity when it is low,

o

J discouraging it when it is high. Under a wide class of more detailed
,'yy the amount of activity will then have approximately simple

;",nnoiiic amplitude when other input into the cortex is negligible
< : , cc we areassuming that the duration of a cell assembly is about hall

"cond following Hebb. it is to be expected that the period ol tins
; ..pie harmonic motion will also be about half a second. This would

P'pun the delta rhythm ([lo3], p. 107) which occurs during sleep.
Apparently very rhythmic assemblies do not correspond to conscious

thought To some extent this applies to all assemblies that are very

frequently used. Consciousness is probably at its height when assem-

In 'order to explain the alpha rhythm, of about five cycles per

-econd when the eyes are closed and thevisual imagination is inactive,
Anne- similar lines, we could assume that "visual assemblies" have a

duration of only about a fifth of a second. This would be understandable
■ the assumption that they are on the whole restricted to the visual

.ortex, i.e., to a smaller region than most other assemblies (cf. Adrian

ami Matthews [2]).
We have assumed that, when no assembly is active, the centrencepn-

r..ic system encourages cortical activity, so that, at such times, the
various current active subassemblies will become more active, fins

process will continue until the activity reaches a critical level, at winch
moment the neurons not already active are on the whole inhibited by
those that are active, including those in the centrencephahc system.

This is the moment at which, by definition, an assembly has begun to

lire If this happens to be a new assembly, then the interfacihtation
between its subassemblies will establish it as an assembly belonging to

the repertoire of the cortex. This will happen whenever we learn some-
thing new or when we create a new concept.

The newborn child has certain built-in tendencies, such as the exercise

of its vocal organs. We assume that there are pleasure centers in the
6 65
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brain, whose function is reinforcement, and that they are usuallyactivated when there is a "match" between a sound recently heard andone generated by the vocal organs. The matching could be done by _correlation mechanism, which m any case is apparently required inorder to recognize the direction of a sound. E. C. Cherry [13] points
:

out the need for this, and also the possibility of its more generaapplication (see also [57, 03]). Also the child is rewarded by attentionfrom ,t.s parents when it pronounces new phonemes for the first timeI bus one would expectassemblies to form, corresponding to thesimplestcorrectly pronounced phonemes. The phonemes in agricultural com-mun ties might be expected to be influenced by the farm animals.Assemblies corresponding to syllables ami short words would form nextapart from the words that were negatively reinforced. Each assemblyrepresenting a word would share subassemblies with the assemblies |that represent its phonemes. An assembly for a word would also havesubassemblies shared with nonhnguistic assemblies, such as thoserepresenting the taste of milk, and, more generally, representingexperiences of the senses, especially at the nine apertures/where th!density ofneurons is high for evolutionary reasons. And so, gradually,the largely hierarchical structure of assemblies would be formed the '"owest levels being mostly closely connected with the motorium' andalso with the sensonum, especially where the surface neural density is
It is interesting to speculate concerning the nature of the associationsbetween cell assemblies. We shall suppose that there is some measureof the strength of the associationfrom one cell assembly. F, to another Ione. A or from an assembly sequence F to the assembly A. Assumingthe subassembly theory, this association will be largely embodied in |the strength of the association to A from the subassemblies left behind !by t , and will depend on the degrees ofactivation of the subassembliesand on the current psychological "set." A few distinct but related

■

formulas suggest themselves, and will now be considered. In theseformulas we shall take for granted the degrees of activation and the ipsychological set. and shall omit them from the notationIhe first suggestion is that the strength of the association from Fto A Ishould be measured by I(A : F), as in the discussion of informationretrieval in Section 5. If F is the assembly sequence __. _4
2 A

have b E "■J???116' SUPPIy StatisticaHy "dependent information, we

It could then be suggested that the term log P(A) is represented by the j

",, of the connectivity from the centrencephahc system to A.
, ■, it is unlikely that the assemblies will supply statistically

. iiikmt information, and it will be necessary to assume thai there

interaction terms as in Eg. (5.6). We would then have an explanation
:lV the next assembly that fires, following an assembly sequence, is

"lie one that ought to have the largest probability of firing in a

■

: .A man. More precisely, the terms I(A : A r) corresponding to the
_■ recently active assemblies will be represented with larger weights.

.."queiitly. when we wish to recall a memory, it pays to hold in
■ i all the best clues without the intervention of less powerful clues.
\o objection to the above suggestion is that it is necessary to add a

.■,,.;

l0kg P(A) to make it positive, and then the neurophysiologic-
■Yalculation" of the strength of the association from the centren-

iie system would be ill-conditioned. Accordingly we now consider
r su_._.estion.
of the distinctions between the action of the brain and document-
al systems is that the brain action is considerably more dynamic.
"tivin of the assemblies constitutes an exceedingly comphcated
network. It is natural to consider whether the causal calculus

'■ might be applicable to it.
Inference [39] contains two immediately relevant formulas, namely,

1 - P(E I F)Q(E:F)yogi _^[E \J)

■ndency of F to cause E (F denotes "not F"), also described as
oi_ht of evidence against F if E does not occur"; and

trinsic" tendency of F to cause E. In both formulas, the laws of
. and the state of the world immediately before the occurrence

/"'. are taken for granted and omitted from the notation. Like the

■

': information, both Q and X have the additive property

/"' and G are "independent causes" oiE. This means that F and G

'

uistically independent, and are also statistically independent

log P(A |A, ■ _4 2 ■ . .. ■ A ,„) = log P(A) + £ I{A ; Af)
r-l

K[E ■F) = log - PI"E)- = -I(E :F)

Q(E : F ■ (?) = Q(E : F) + Q(E : G [ F)

__(_. : J. ■ (?') = K(E : F) + K(E : 6' | J, )
M i-nver

Q(E : F ■ G) = Q(E : F) + Q(E : G)

K(E : F -G) = K(E : F) + K(E : G)
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was c t .
efimtlon °f hldePc» d-t causes, extracted from [39]vas seen to be a natural one by the consideration of a firing sZd 1«.the event that the victim is shot, F and G are the events ofXotin! Iby two marksmen

;

and part of the given information, taken for "td 'T^ztt from the notation' is that the «■*»* at - is:x |
suggestion is that Q orX is a reasonable measure oV^Tel^ \~Z?7f 1° A

u
e then have additiv^ in - th ;components ot 1, assemblies or subassemblies, have independenttendencies to cause A tofire. Otherwise various interaction ermfean beadded, and can be expressed m various ways, for example,

K(E:F-G) =K(E:F) + K(E:G) + I{F:G)^I(F:G\E) \The "causal force," K(E : F), tends to activate A, but the assembly !
hat is activated will not be the one that maximizes K(E : 1) but^he one that maximizes P(E , 7-). Tins can be achieved by aslum i cha the centrencephahc system applies a "force" -log[. PE) ] '
, , , ... L yl P{*> | F)] and increases with P(E I _*") as it 'o" ur , mV" *■? 'F) ****** '° ]°^ *han «(/' F) Ifoi ou purpose, since it would be more difficult to see how the centrencephalic system could apply a "force" equal to -log [1 /("{¥)] \
n,.si old then a net.- assembly will be activated, or else the nextthought that occurs will be very much of a non sequitur. ' I

than -Wfl "pEIt.T " thG adVantage °f USing *<* "" *> »^« ?

cies to cause __ we can easily see that .
-log[l - P(_, |J, . <?)] _, _iog[l __ P(y? , F)] j

_log[l - p( _5 | giyj + ]og[l ___ p[E)]
and consequently the strengths would not be additive
bhesliTbet IT meaSr

S

°f StrengthS °f aSS°Ciation between —»»-c^d b,ute c
gg" TT quantitative -u-l mechanisms thatcouiu oe put to experimental test

68

] physical terms, the interaction between a pair of assemblies, A
11. will depend on the number and size of the subassemblies (in-

;.nn_ the subsubassemblies) that they have in common. This set of
j,assemblies could be called the "intersection," A.B. (A more com-

..;, "".." notation would be A.B(T), where Tis the time since B fired.
Tii. intersection decreases to zero as T increases.) The second-order
;. ..iaction between three assemblies, A, B, and C, will depend on the
..■: of subassemblies common to all of them, A. B.C. If B and C have

just been active, they will contribute a "force" tending to activate A,
expressible in the form | A.B [ + | A.C | | A.B.C \, where the
moduli signs represent in some sense the current total strengths of
die sets of subassemblies. The term | A.B.C \ is subtracted in order
that it should not be counted twice. More generally, as in the Boole-
-I'uincare theorem, the firing of an assembly sequence, _4_, _4

2 , ...A, ,„
■"rii! have an "intrinsic" tendency to cause A to fire, measured (compare

Appendix) by

(r < s < . < . . .). To this must be added a term depending on the
current "force" on A from the centrencep.halic system, which will
perhaps be a function only of the probability that A fires conditional
only on past history and psychological "set." The assembly, A, for
"■■ : . ic-i i the total causal force is a maximum is the one most likely to
fire or. on a deterministic theory, the one that actually will fire. The
: rmula can be interpreted in various ways, depending on whether we

in mind a theory of primed neurons, a theoiy of subassemblies, or
ixture of the two if we use the anti-Ockham principle for very
plex systems.

'A ■ shall now consider another semiquantitative aspect of the inter-
■ 'ion between assemblies.

Mippose that A and B are two assemblies having no previous associ-
ation, but that A happens to occur before B, owing to the sequence of
ev,-nts at the sensorium. Suppose that each of the assemblies contains
■"""'" ; it a fraction a. of the cortex (or of the association areas), where a
-..gilt be, say, 1/30, although this is in large part a guess, as we said
"eiore. The neurons in common will constitute about a 2 of the cortex.
Ine synapses connecting these will undergo a slight change of state,

" nc lUraging interfacilitation. Thus the common neurons will have some
' : - iency to include a set of subassemblies containingless than a 2 of the

'■X. It is not necessary to assume that the temporal order ofA and B

\Au(A 1 -A2 -...-Am) | =£| __"___. -£|_4 "__.."__., \
r r, s

+ £ I A -AyAyAt | -
r,s,t
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is alsorepresented m the mterfacilitation m order that a record be madeof the temporal sequence ofevents, provided that we allow for assemblysequences consisting of more than two assemblies. When we recall someevent having extension in time, we need to regenerate an assemblysequence. That this is possible is not surprising in view of the subassemb y theory. For each assembly was orignially fired by ubassemblies left behind by the previous assemblies of the sea^trf we have succeeded m recalling most of these assemblies it is likelyo be easy to reca 1 the next one (since we shall have injected justabout the right collection of subassemblies into our cortex) The ub___.Rf.mh

i_>_

loft ;■■, +1...

„,„].„ ..c

... _ , , ' aLtu

rience; for example, the words "ferry"and "fare" can be seen to be
_' ,-iated in the same manner as "bus" and "fare," even if we never

...,,;,, u.-iv made the association in our minds. Likewise, if we were

_ked to estimate the mutual information between the first two words
"ferry" and "fare," regarded as index terms for sentences, we could

reasonably take it as equal to that between the second pair. This is a

maple example to show that we make use of semantics even in the
-implest problems of association whenever our samples have not been
ir _c enough to rely on mere frequencies. The simplest conditional

probability machines, such as those designed by Ultley 1 101]. rely only

it because they both occur frequently in conjunction with it thud

. )

i y _____
k — 1 y n.

ns,emhli...

l__ft " .1 i r
—".<. vi.v uui .urie_). me sub- , ..rnliability macnines, sucn as uiose

u.._.gnc_

.._, -oneo, __._-. j. o,j

w..

v

tend to fi A
aU assemb]y sequence A,, ___, ... , Am will :

■ frequencies, in other words the probabilities are maximum likelihooden o tire A +1, not ___„, that is, there will be little tendency to re- 'folates and they make no use of semantics. Such machines could be
memberserial events in reverse time order. improved' in principle by means of automatic classification of words

assembliesAlt _._, .. . , Ak , having no previous association, happen j 'to "clumps" (see Section 5). The essential idea is that words can be
o occur in sequence wherekis not more than about 20, then primitive ! 1,„ to be associated not merely because they occur frequently toget her,

subassemblies (or classes of subassemblies) (A,, __,), (___, A,), ... : ;.,, because they both occur frequently in conjunction with a th.nl
(A

k ~A 1'V m' l)erhaP s al«o some weaker subassemblies ! id. or more generally with other words that belong to some reason-

info r
ICre

/,

i~

S

r l' Themwi^ h&&tle t̂&n&lo%°vstothemutxia\ j .:,_. objectively definable clump of words. The search for clumps is

tend T'1 h°nS
l !_ WhlCh' f°r nonPeriodic Markov processes, do I -peciallv interesting for the purpose of trying to construct a thesaurus

c be weaker and weaker, the larger is 5- r. Similarly sets of I ■ echanically, hopefully for application to problems of classification
subassemblies and perhaps subsubassemblies will form, corresponding j ■ 1 mechanical translation. A comprehensive search is liable to be very
to tuples ol assemblies, and analogous to the mutual informations j .pensive in computer time, if the computer is of classical design. By
m.. !_ fi k

S°.°, ' f°r interactions of mgher order. (Similar com- I .-iim an artificial neural net, it might be possible to perform the search
rents both here and later, can be made if the strengths of association '' . t-ter. owing to the parallel working. If A y A

2,

...,Ak is a clump of
are aennea in terms of R m place of/.) The set ofsubassemblies arising i :-e.nblies having respectively »., n2, ... nk subassemblies, and if A ii the intersection of q assemblies of which none had been pre- \ md A- have m H subassemblies in common; then, for each the "clump-

zititCn cT \:°:x% liardly occupy a proporti°" °f the -^ex \ ___■___""
58> ? V"° S ' , P 1/3°' q C°Uld "0t be lai'ger than log 30 I 1 V m,5 x !()") = 6-J. Ihis would not constitute a serious biological di - ¥y 2PLadvantage, since high-order interactions can generally be ignored I "" 'ju gmg by the practice of statisticians in factorial experiments (see the j - much larger than it would be for a random class of h assemblies. One

ri"9
Pe/15~lX p

l'PP
i
r hmit

1S

renliniscent of the "depth hypothesis" t - define a clump by insisting that the dumpiness is decreased if any

Section. 5
ParG a the experimentmentioned at the beginning of [ --oml.lv is added to the clump or removed from it, Many ot her defini-

w , ' . i "ions of a clump are possible (see for example Section 5, and [31, 41],

tin

C

I"'*"

Seen

at !t

iS

lmpracticable to take a sample of language ' ■-- d references given in the latter article), and it is not yet clear to what
ais large enough to be able to judge the association factors (the ! -stent the definitions agree with each other, nor which definitions are

of %
n
orm ii

G

amoUnts 0f mutua] information) between all pairs I O'propriate for various purposes. At any rate we must suppose thai
■ ,A) words by simple frequency counts. It is reasonable to assume <■ ''<" re is some mechanism by which an assembly representing a clump oflat un psychological association between words is determined by j '-- mblies tends to be formed, a mechanism that will correspond at least

tnenequenc.eswith which they occur nearly simultaneously in thought '■' some aspects of "abstraction" or "generalization." Often this
ana this is easy to understand in a generalway in terms of the assembly i-semblv will itself represent a word, and the existence of the word
ana subassembly theory. But we can recognize logical associations : "!! encourage the assembly to form (for example [41], p. 122): in the

tween pans ot words that have never occurred together in our l -sample offerries and buses the word might be "vehicle." In the design
/U j 71
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_L__t_r ""_— to b< ~"^PlPPlpw:r. ____v ,s__3^rr=*sf :
assemblies will be the next to fire This "nrimfot" nfT r * :

=^-3ts_r«-'SKi :
level, of .

mtmoi > "** most modern computers there are several !

~i

■

minute, with embodiment in ._LbJe_b£_.etc " " !
£__i!s____:" "c"mk m w """»—*- -** i
__(». Medium-term («.„„, __ ,__. ,„ „___. _. mon( . M._ fe

about one week above the age of 50). Assemblies are neither partly
ma- partly primed, but present only by virtue of their patterns_ uaptic strengths, and with little degradation.

. Long-term (about one month to a hundred years). As in (iv) but with
,_"_■ degradation of pattern and loss of detail.

\ proLiram of research for quantitative theory would be to marry the
: .o,!o_ieal parameters to those in the above list. This program will

;

be attempted here, but, as promised earlier, we shall give one
o-jple of how a quantitative theory might be developed (see also, for

-.ample. [6, 92]). Let us make the following provisional and artificial
v-unvptions:

The probability, in a new brain, that a pair of neurons is connected
same for every pair of neurons.
Each neuron lias ix inhibitory synapses on it, and vastly more

■j I itorv ones.
A single "pulsed" inhibitory synapse dominates any number ol

-td excitatory ones, during a summation interval.
\\ | An assembly occupies a proportion aof the cortex and the active

ibasscmblies not in this assembly occupy a proportion ji — <x, making
total activity equal to /3.
Then a random neuron has probability (I /3)' 1 of escaping in-

u'nition. In order to be active, the neuron must also escape inhibition
the centrencephahc system. So

j3<(i -py
i in refore

* < log(l -J)
example, if j8 = 1/15, then

/„

< 52. It seems unlikely thai any
hemical mechanism could be accurate enough to give the required

Ie of v. without some feedback control in the maturation of the
: tm. But it is perhaps significant that the number of neurons in the

ox is about 232, so that, perhaps, in the growth of the brain, each
"■'iron acquires one inhibitory synapse per generation. 31 in all. The

■

njecture would have the implication that close neurons would tend to

hibit each other more than distant ones, as required by Milner [71]
■ompare [34]). We emphasize that this example is intended only to be

■-native of how a quantitative theory might proceed. Taken at its
"cc value, the example is very much more speculative than the sub-
-oinbly theory as a whole.
A'e conclude this section with a brief discussion of an objection that

been made to the assembly theory. Allport ([3], p. 179) says,
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7. An Assembly Theory of Meaning

Our purpose is not to define "meaning " ....+ . "_ ■

embodiment. We have already ItZTj

C

°midcT lts physical

z. ;—,^»t_r.__;__^-5 .
p: ■:;,_. :"py
can.. ppppyz'p:ppprM - ,so be ■** i

to ofefeb aeaemb . Z^Z^^PP^^TZ l
S^ i

This embodiment of meaning is related to the nw.l i-r . ■

noticed one at , time, would acLte ____*_*. „P(PP \

,-iecd only preconsciously, and so directly cause activity only in
.'. iassemblies, they are at best contributory causal agents in the
,_.tivation of assemblies.

If a statement provoked an assembly sequence, />'„, presumably the

.abjective) meaning of the statement is embodied in some of the sub-_, .mblies( that were left behind by S O , the ones that reverberated the

i.ino-est being the most important ones. Two statements have close
meanings if the sets of subassemblies left behind by them bear a

."lose resemblance to each other, or even if the resemblance is not close
provided that the effects are similar, just as a cow can be recognized on

different occasions by the apprehension of different sets of probable
oroperties. We feel that we have understood the meaningof a statement... !,,-n we somehow recognize that the statement was a definite causal
a<_ent in our thought processes or in our propensities to future motor
activity, and that these propensities are of a kind which we think
.-as intended by the person who communicated the statement. But I
.hall ignore these intentions and interpret "meaning" as "meaning
for us." Degrees of meaning exist, and correspond in part to greater
or lesser degrees of causal tendency.

The "circularity" mentioned in Section -1, in connection with the
probabilistic interpretation of meaning, corresponds to the obvious
possibility that an assembly can help to strengthen some of the weak
subassemblies that helped to activate the assembly itself.

A more formal suggestion for the representation of meaning can be
framed as follows.

Let S be an assembly sequence, and Q a "set" in the psychological
use. (An assembly theory of psychological set is given in Hebb [54].)

Let I be a statement. Denote by

P(A | S ■ S ■ P
the probability that A will be the next dominant assembly to follow
the assembly sequence S when thesubject is in psychological set _, and
-.■"hen he has been told __ and had no reason to doubt the veracity of his
informant. If the subject had not been told E the corresponding proba-
bility would be

P(A | S ■ <5)

md. if he had been told that E was false, the probability would be
ienoted by

P(A \ S " S " I)
the function of A, S, and S, with values

log[P(_4 | S " S ■ £)/P(^ | S " ® " £)] (7.1)
75
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«">"'"<- - "negation of . LPPp PLPLP °£ "'» "—ing of the
"^«-ess.. of _e Etaterttl':eTe^-rri;e. the

iog[_>(_ i . "s " _./_>(_ |S■ e» (7 ,,
IPPPPPPPPPPP "o appropriate as a rep re,
belief in 2:befoTheisld. » L'° ""' Snl*ct's "-»«'« «
* 'oe ve,,":,;:r; _. _____£■- °f *■«- - ■*-«
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'

'„ that tbe s_b-
probabilities a^intodrf I°f *cfobabJities by introspection. Tbe

mentioned in Section 5.) If the si bierf . i examPIe> aild waa f
probabilities would 1... , i A

S

deterministic, then the
as those aJodated with nS'n^f" '°f the Same ]<,^al "*"yAPpppPpAEy
(who could be specified in the not.

VW ' SeVeral 81lb Ject «
entation of mul£ub ec fve m h , Sll°UW W a rePres"
-ate to arepresent " ur^
-Presentation of .,itcral meanil^"l^^^^^-Adass to "literal-minded" men _„_ robo ° f"'" 1 the j
Poetic and irrational influences of a statemj ° I

jreplace them by the formulas for causal tendency.
§ "'""' t0

(7.1a)

A'(.4:_T|,V-S)=log 1 = PM L__ " S) !8 1-P(^ |_*.<5.2.) (7.1b) |
These formulas would be more consistent wit), +1. ■ . . (
-aningofa Bta_mentin8 ta_mentin_rmso

S.tt:S^;rjrat,onofthe \\
t

, though we are arguing that semantics are relevant to the design of
ultraintelligent machine, we consider that it will not be necessary

_c,lve all of the problems of semantics in order to construct the

..Tine. If we were using the approach depending on a '-canonical

■

o_ua_e" (see Section 4), the problems would all need solution, but if a

- eural net is used, we believe that the net might be capable in effect of
1.-arning semantics by means of positive and negative

reinforcement,

in

" uch the same manner as a child learns. The theory of assemblies and
.-hassemblies, as applied to semantics, is intended to provide some at

.:.st intuitive justification for this belief. It should be possible, by
means of more quantitative theory and experiment, to improve, to
"kprove. or to prove the theory. A thoroughgoing quantitative theory

ill be difficult to formulate, and the experiments will be laborious and
! ensive. but the reward or punishment will be great.

8. The Economy of Meaning

Just as the activation of an assembly is a form of regeneration, so

-o is that of a subassembly, although the regeneration of subassem-
ilies might be less sharp. The degree of regeneration of a subassembly

corresponds to a preconscious estimate of the probability of some prop-
el i v. so that the process ofrecall is physically one ofregeneration mixed
with probabilistic regeneration. We have argued that, in any communi-
cation system, the function of regeneration and of probabilistic re-
generation is economy, and so the physical embodiment of meaning also
.erves a function of economy. It is even possible that the evolutionary
function of meaning and understanding is economy, although meta-
nhvsically we might consider that the function of evolution is the
'" linment of understanding!

Imagine, for the sake of argument, that each meaningful proposition
k fined as a class of logically equivalent statements) could be expressed

:

;.

each of a hundred different statements, each of which had an entirely
iktinct representation in the brain. Suppose that the number of or-
ier.-d pairs of propositions that are mentally associated is N. Corres-

r- mding to each pair of propositions, there would be 10,000 equivalent
i dr> of statements. In order to represent the A 7associations between

' ■

'■ oitions. we should require 10,.)00_V associations between state-

■

ms. Although the number 100 is here a pure guess, it is clear that
■re must be a tremendous premium on the representation of state-
■Ts by their meanings. For this saves a factor of 100 (nominally)

■

storage of the propositions, and a corresponding factor of 10,000

-r<-,

rage of the associations between pairs of propositions. The
:

■

tor is relevant in long-term recall, since the process of recalling
77

Q(A.-E\S-(5) =loglr /^4 l^'-S'T)
and 1 ~ Pti I S ■ 3 " E)
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a fa t usually requires that one should have in mind several other factsIt is clear therefore that the physical representation of meanhitperforms a very important function of economy, especially in longer \
a uk"nT , eXPe?ed t0P °rfonn an e(,Ua^ rta^ fenoti^San ultraintelligentmachine. ;

9. Conclusions ;

These "conclusions" are primarily the opinions of the writer as they Imust be in a paper on ultraintelligent machines written at the p esenl Itime. In the writer's opinion then- 1
It is more probable than not that, within the twentieth century anultraintelligent machine will be built and that it will be the last inVW '0n t hf.

<»

a» n-d make, since it will lead to an " tentL c-lesion. Th_. will transform society in an unimaginable w^Tkfirs ultraintelhgen machine will need to be ultraparallel, and is likely I" '"■' a?r?d/lth the hdP °f " Very lar^e art îal net Therequired ,,,, degree f oo)lnectivity might be attained with the help Iof microminiature radio transmitters and receivers. The machine whh7 a -utimillion dollar computer and infi_n__a_ion-_^Z^___
its direct control. The design of the machine will be pa lySect I■' r. al°f I? S6Veral a^CtS °f the ]— btin an_

aid fob a7T ' nThine Wm haVC hl "h l^^; be able to.operatewith t,ie meaning,of propositions, becauseIs will lead to a necessary economy, just as it does in man.Physical^representation of both meaning and recall, in the humanbrain, can be to some extent understood in terms of a subassemblytheory, tin, being a modification of Hebb _ cell assembly theory _
mlar representation could be used in an ultraintelligent machineand is a promising approach. c'e' j
The subassembly theory leads to reasonable and interesting c .plana- Itmns of a variety of psychological effects. We do not attempt tcfsum"Tl i'

,
""'"- merdy refCT the reader back to Section F n I* the first ultraintelligent machine does not after all incorporatea ■' iartaficia] neural network, it is hoped that the discuss oftl j"h thezzia ;. contribution to psychoiogy' a-d to *»^tut !with the theories of communication and causalityIhe activation of an assembly or a subassembly is an example of 'generalized regeneration, a function of which is again econom/ The Iassembly and subassemblytheories are easier to accept ifcombined withhe assumption of a centrencephahc control system, largely beeauseThe"* ena
n aT7 mUCh great6r Varfety °f —"* to c"sthe process of long-term recall can be partly understood as a statist-ma] information-retrieval .system. Such a system requires the estima on

. probabilities of events that have never occurred. The estimation of
.',, probabilities requires some nontrivial theory even in simple cases,

,eh as for multinomial distributions having a large number of eate-
ries. In more complicated cases, the theories are very incomplete,

hut "ill probably require a knowledge of and an elaboration of all

" :,e methods that have so far been used by actuaries and other statisti-
cians for the estimation of probabilities. Among the techniques will be
included the maximum-entropyprinciple, the use of initial probability
distributions [47, 56, 48], and "botryology" (the theory and practice of
clump-finding).

A form of Bayes' theorem expresses the final log-probability of a

■document" or "memory" as an initial log-probability, plus some terms
representing I{D} : WT), the information concerning a document
provided by an index term (or concerning a memory provided by a

■'clue"), plus additional terms representing the mutual information
between index terms and the document, if is suggested that, in the
brain, the initial log-probability is possibly represented in some sense
by the strength of the connectivity between an assembly and the
centrencephahc system; that the terms 1(1), : II',) are represented by
the subassemblies shared between the assemblies corresponding to l>}

and IJ*_; and that other terms are represented by the interactions
between sets of at least three assemblies.

An alternative suggestion, which seems slightly to be preferred, is
that the strengths of association are expressible in terms of K(E : /'').
the intrinsic tendency of an event E to bit caused by F. This is equal to

minus the mutual information between F and not E. Then the strength
of the association from the centrencephahc system and an assembly
would be approximately equal to the initial (prior) probability of the
-"irin_ of the assembly, given the psychological "set," The same remarks
concerning interactions apply here as in the first suggestion.

Whereas, in ordinary information-retrieval problems, the expression
/ I) : 11" ) will often need to be estimated with the help of computation-
al techniquesfor clumping, thestrength of the connectivity between two
e-emblks will often be physically represented because of the manner
in which the two assemblies were originally formed, by being built up
from co-occurring subassemblies.

The representation of informational or causal interactions, or both,
to about the sixth or seventh order, is presumably embodied in the
:-.-emblies common to assemblies. The magical proficiency of the
'■'■■ in recall, can be largely attributed to its facility in handling these

dons. My guess is that only an ultraparallel machine, continuing
- of units capable of parallel operation, could hope to compete

'■sain in this respect.
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It seems reasonable to conjecture that the organization of theinteractions into subassemblies might require the intervention of,H'n,K V rCst or siceP" A function of sleep is to replay tjassembly sequences that were of greatest interest during tire day £Older to consolidate them. During wakefulness, half-formed sub-assemblies would be subjected to the inhibitory effect of fully activeassemblies, but during sleep a half-formed subassembly would have'tune to organize and consolidate itself. On this hypothesis" a function ofsleep is to strengthen the unconscious and preconscious parts of the
rhe first ultraintelligent machine will be educated partly by means ofpositive ami negative reinforcement. The task of education will beeased ,f the machine is somewhat of a robot, since the activity of arobot is concrete. -
l|« warding the microstructure of the learning process, it is proposedthat this be effected by means of reinforcement of the strengths ofart 'fiCla /» i,a ''M '- that fche available strengths for each synapse shouldform a discrete set that when a synapse is not used for a certain lei"of time „ should have a certain small probabihty of "mutation" dowone step and that when a synapse is "successfully used" (i.e.,comm-utes to the activation or inhibition of an artificial neuron) it has acertain small probability of mutation up one step. The need for thechanges ,n synaptic strength to be only probabilistic, with small proba-bilities is that they would otherwise vary too quickly for the machineto be of any use, at any rate if the assembly or subassembly theory ismeorporated

(
Deterministic changes, in any obvious sense; would beuseful only if » very small fraction of the machine were in use at oneinstant, and this would be uneconomical.

10. Appendix: Informational and Causal Interactions

bill-v n'FE*P '' E" VTTTt 6VentS °r Pr°Positfons. Let the proba-muv _(L "___".... En), for example, where the vinculum denotesnega ion be denoted by * , where 0 means false and . mln^eThe . different possible logical conjunctions of the n propositions andtheir negations have probabilities denoted byp. where. = (i iP is an ..-dimensional vector each of whose components is either 0 or l'me array (p,) is a 2" population contingency tableA marginal total of the table is obtained by summing out one or moreof the suffixes, and we denote _?,..,_ Pi . for example, byy, . , . .
notation T "1 T^ *" <° *> """notation: for example, if.. =.. = _ __

?- _ ■
___

denote the marginal total by P^J^ , Thus 'the number^) form

_"?» array which consists of a subset of themarginal totals of the

y table. Note that P

OOO

... 0 -

f,,,...,

»> and fchat > for example,

= P(E1
■ E 2). The probabilities (PA have more direct rele-

'::"". to°information retrieval than the probabilities (_?.), since it is
' ' . natural to assert an index term than to deny one. The most

"' -vant P/s for this purpose will be those for which | t | is small,

Vre ! i \ denotesthe number ofnonzero components oft.

"wt 'as each P. is the sum of some- of the p._, so each p. can be

..pressed as a linear combination of P.'s. Tor example (the Boole-

Puincare theorem),

(A.l)

■ ; ere _"„ is the sum of all P.'s for which \i\ =

/x,

and

..here S' is the sum of all P.'s for which \i\ i>- and 1 .
Interactions between events: Let £ and F be two propositions or events.

Write

he amount of information in the proposition E concerning itself
[21], p. 74, [26'J). Let

„. awm(nt of information concerning E provided by F. It is also called
y mutual information between E and F, when it is desired to emphas-

ize the symmetry, and in this case the comma is more appropriate than

the colon, since the colon is pronounced "provided by Lhe equation

dmws that I(E, F) can be regarded as a measure of information inter-

action between E and F. For sets of more than two propositions, it is

natural to generalize this definition by using the /.-dimensional mod -

■

,te Fourier

transform,

as in the definition of interactions for factor-

ial experiments (see for example [32]). We write

J. = 2 l J

'

I - "_>_, ;(-!)"' fog P. A j PP
.ye::__ _ . + + Lj n is the innerproductof i and j. and iA j -
'■-ji, ■■ , US*** "direct product" (halfway between the inner

2>000...0 =P(EyE.y...-En)

= S(_l ) lMpi

= SO -£_ +__-...+ (-l)"^„

_.

i000...0 =Si - 'Si + 'S':i

1(E) = -log I\E)

I(E : F) = I(E, F) = log P(_7 ■ F) - log P(£) - log P(F)

= 1(E) + 1(F) -I(E-F) PP
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product and the direct product). We call /. an (informational) inter}
action of the first kind and order \j\ —1. For example,

-'000...0 = log P0 00... 0= 0

A...... = log P000...0 -log P_ 00 ...o = -log P(EA =I{E1) j

A1

0...

0 = I(EX ) + I(E2) - /(__ . ■ E 2) __ /(_,., __,)

In [37], this last expression was denoted by I 2(EA :P." E2
■ E3), butI 3(E i :El■ E2

■ E 3 ) would be a more natural notation. We avoid thisnotation here since we are using vectors for suffixes. We prefer to write1nn0...Inno... o== I(Elt E2 , E3 , E t ), and regard it as the mutual informationbetween the four propositions. By means of the Fourier inversionformula, we see, for example, that (as in [16a], p. 58)

where 1 < r < . < . < 4. Equation (5.6) is readily deducible.
Interactions between causal tendencies (Q or __", see page 67), aredefinable in a similar manner. (Compare [39], where the signs are notquite the same as here.) But we shall leave these to the reader's im-agination.
We also write

and call J. an (informational) interaction of the second kind, of orderI j I -1. (It was denoted by 7;. in [_7].) Yet another kind of inter-
action, involving expected amounts of information, was defined by
McGill and Quastler [67].

Un is not small, the number of cells in the population contingencytable is very large, and an exceedingly large sample would be required
in order to make a direct estimate of all the Pi's. In order to get around
this difficulty to some extent we can sample just some of the marginal
+ TU ..__." fe
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, -- 56 62 100] in order to make atleast a provisional estimate of the

""■;■ to this principle, one maximizes the entropy -2ft
* subject to the constraints (here, the assigned marginal totals)

"order to set up a null hypothesis (at least this is the way it is ex-
-1

essed in [47] and [48]). The idea in a nutshell is to assume as much

SSical independence as one can. Among other things, the following

result is proved in [47]:

Suppose that we know or assume a complete set of rth-order constraints
,j p) i.e., all totals of the ft', over each subset of n - r coordinate^Phent null hypothesis generated by the principle oj maximum entropy

he vanishing of all the rth and higher-order interactions of the second

'"in this theorem, instead of assuming a complete set of rth-order
,„nstraints, we could assume all the interactions of the fust kind and

tZ^lZbis, we take r - 4 for simplicity and conshier Ecp

_ . If we know P. for all . with | . | <L we can calculate all /. with
';" < 1 c, we can deduce all the interactions of the first kind and

of orders 3 or less. Conversely, given these interactions *****
kin d we can first calculate log P_ 00o_, log P.lOO. fog / 0010, log

then log Pnoo (smce we know log P„„ - .log ,-co -J^ £_«,),
and so on. We can thus determine P. for all 1 with | . | _ __ 4, i.e., wo

have a, complete set of fourth-order constraints of the ft s
Nearly always, when a statistician discusses interactions of any kind,

he believes or hopes that the high-order interact.ons wil be negkgib_e_
Th maximum-entropyprinciple provides a-^f^^tnrationale for this belief regarding interactions of the

■

k

Whether a similar partial justification can be provided for other kinds

of interaction is a question that has not yet, been "^V
uestion is analogous to that of the truncation of power series and

Series of orthogonal

functions,

as in polynomial approximation.
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